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ABSTRACT




Recent and classical experimental and theoretical developments 
of the electromagnetic theory in accelerated systems (ETAS) is reviewed. 
The theoretical approaches are delineated according to their mathematical 
and physical features and their relation to experiments discussed.
Using the Post, Yildiz and Tang (PYT) formulation of ETAS, con­
stitutive equations for the electromagnetic field variables in a rotat­
ing system (linear, isotropic, homogeneous and non-dlspersive) are 
obtained. The ETAS as formulated by PYT is found to resolve the 
Sommerfeld paradox and explain the Kennard and Pegram effects. Next, 
the appropriate wave equation for a rotating system is derived and the 
fringe shifts or frequency splitting are calculated and compared to 
experiments.
The formalism is then extended to rotating wave guides and macro- 
scopically dispersive media corotatlng with the wave guide or the ring 
laser.
Furthermore, the frequency locking phenomenon in ring lasers is 
studied systematically. The modified wave equation is analyzed classi­
cally while the density matrix formalism is employed for the source terms.
vii
1I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental and theoretical studies of the propagation of elec­
tromagnetic waves In a rotating system have been revived In recent years. 
The Invention of the laser has provided new precision and modified the 
original Sagnac^ ’^  ring interferometer into a self-oscillating device 
where the fringe shift observations are now replaced by a more sensitive 
device which observes beat frequencies between the cavity resonances.
A considerable amount of literature exists concerning earlier
efforts on interferometer experiments for rotating mirror systems.
44Michelson recognized as early as 1897 that electromagnetic resonances 
of optical cavities might be affected by accelerated motion. He consid­
ered a rectangular loop interferometer and calculated on the basis of the 
ether theory the fringe shift that would arise by rotation between a 
clockwise and counterclockwise beam. His results, when translated in 
terms of frequency expression, showed that the single resonance frequency 
of the stationary loop would split into a doublet by rotation.
16
Michelson's experiment was followed by similar experiments by Harress , 
Sagnac and Pogany.^^*^'*' M i c h e l s o n ^ i n  the meantime repeated his ex­
periments and further refined his results. The theoretical discussions
17 14
of these experiments were carried through by Harzer , Einstein ,
71 30 31von Laue , and Langevin * using geometrical optics arguments. A
few years later Gordon*"* attempted a solution based on physical optics.
More recently, modifications of the Harress-Sagnac experiment
11 12 23were performed by Dufour-Prunier ’ and Kantor. In the case of the
Dufour-Prunier experiment the medium is stationary, while the mirror
2system In the interferometer is rotating. Kantor's experiment con­
siders the case in which the cavity is stationary while the medium is 
rotating.
24 48
Two nonoptical experiments performed by Kennard and Pegram
also give insight to the electromagnetic theory of noninertial systems.
These experiments involve measurements of charges and voltages in
rotating capacitors.
The theoretical work of the last decade has been the study of
electromagnetic wave propagation in accelerated material media. Heer
discussed resonance frequencies of a rotating electromagnetic cavity on
the basis of the formalism of general relativity. In his work, the
Maxwell equations as well as the constitutive equations are affected by
a transformation to an accelerated frame of reference. The covariant
rendering of the Maxwell equations requires a linear connection given by
63
the Christoffel coefficients.
22The work of Irvine in fluid dynamics, and later extension by
47Mo to electromagnetic theory involves transforming Maxwell equations. 
The constitutive equations are not affected by transforming to an ac­
celerated system. The covariant rendering of the Maxwell equations
63
requires a linear connection given by the Ricci coefficients.
Finally, in the works of Post Yildiz, and Tang^ ^6,74,75^ (PYT),
2
and later that of Anderson and Ryon , the constitutive relations are 
transformed to an accelerated system; however, the Maxwell equations are 
not affected. The covariant rendering of the Maxwell equations does not 
require a linear connection. Hence, neither Christoffel nor Ricci co­
efficients have to be calculated. Thus the publications in the last 
decade, on the subject of electromagnetic theory in accelerated systems,
3choose a variety of approaches and present a number of experimentally 
varifiable results.
The first objective of this study is to delineate these different 
approaches according to their mathematical and physical features and to 
discuss their relation to experiment. The most coherent and efficient 
study of covariant formulation of the classical electromagnetic field 
in general linear media appears to be the PYT formulation. The PYT co­
variant formulation stems from the introduction of a space-time consti­
tutive relation which was first proposed by van Dantzig.^ The PYT 
formulation gives a coherent account of all the reciprocal and non- 
reciprocal effects encountered in the general linear electromagnetic
medium, and furnishes a unified description of the following effects:
35the Harress-Sagnac effect, the Fresnel-Fizeau effect , and it will be 
shown to explain Pegram-Kennard effect and Sommerfeld's paradox. ^
The second objective of this study is to extend the PYT formula­
tion to waveguide-like structures and ring lasers with macroscopic dis­
persion. In this case, the optical path is characterized by an index of 
refraction n, which is a function of the wave number It. The index of 
refraction comes about either due to the presence of an optical medium 
in the beam path as in ring laser, or through the presence of a guided 
wave structure which gives the propagation dispersive properties, or a 
combination of both.
Furthermore, the frequency locking phenomenon in ring lasers is 
studied systematically starting with the PYT constitutive relations which 
result in a rotation modified wave equation. Assuming asymmetric damping 
and taking into account the rotation, frequency locking regions are in­
vestigated in the presence or absence of a magnetic field. The modified
4wave equation is analyzed classically while the density matrix formalism 
is employed for the source terms.
The results obtained in the dispersion and the frequency locking 
studies are improvements over previous theoretical work both in methods 
of calculation and results, and lead to a better understanding of 
rotating ring lasers.
5II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS
1. Review of Experimental Developments
In 1897, Michelson attempted to observe an indication of the
rotational motion of the earth with respect to the ether. Unfortunately,
this experiment did not give conclusive data and the problem was further
46
complicated by a calculational error. In 1925, Michelson together 
with Gale reperformed the experiment and corrected his calculational 
error. To obtain the required sensitivity they had to choose a large 
size for the surface area (approximately 0.08 square mile) enclosed by 
the optical path. Since the rate of rotation could not be changed, they 
varied the surface area enclosed by the beam (see Fig. 2). It was shown 
that the fringe shift Sz with respect to the fringe position for the 
stationary interferometer which was observed obeyed the formula 6z » 
2&.A/AqC, where SI is the angular velocity of rotation,A the area en­
closed by the optical loop, Xq the free space wavelength of light and 
c the free space speed of light.
In the meantime, laboratory experiments were being performed by 
Harress^ and Sagnac^ independently (see Fig. 1). Both experiments were 
attempts, although not realized by Harress, to measure fringe shifts 
when the observer and the medium were coaccelerated. Both involved 
light beams circulating in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions 
in an optical loop and then reunited at a point so that Interference 
fringes could be observed. When the whole interferometer, with light 
source and fringe detector, is set in rotation with an angular rate of 
t i rad/sec, the fringe shifts observed again obeyed the above formula.
6It seems that Harress' data was much more precise than Sagnac's data.
A great deal of theoretical development took place based on Harress' 
observations.
A Sagnac experiment of great precision was subsequently per­
formed by Pogany^. He reproduced Sagnac's data to within 2% of the
51
theoretically expected fringe shift. Two years later , he repeated 
the experiment, this time with two glass rods in the path of the light 
beam. He came within 1% of the theoretically expected fringe shift.
Dufour and Prunier11 confirmed that the fringe shift does not 
depend on whether the observations are made on the rotating system. 
Depending on the experimental arrangement, one would expect a slight 
shift due to a possible Doppler shift in wavelength between a stationary 
point of observation and the point on the disk where clockwise and 
counterclockwise beams reemerge reunited. However, Doppler shift is a 
second order quantity and in their experiment was too small to measure. 
Doppler shift can occur also if a stationary, Instead of a comoving 
light source is used.
12Dufour and Prunier performed another experiment where the 
light traverses a stationary optical medium while the interferometer is 
rotating. Their experiment indicated that the observed fringe shift in­
creases with the presence of a stationary medium in the beam path. The 
effect of the medium vanishes only if the medium rotates with the inter­
ferometer.
It is natural next to look for a Fresnel-Fizeau type of experi­
ment where the medium would rotate while the Interferometer would stay 
stationary. A rotational version of this experiment has only been 
performed recently. An experiment that came close to the rotational
723version of Fresnel-Fizeau was reported by Kantor ; however, in Kantor's 
experiment the length of the medium through which the light travels is 
negligible. Massey has very recently developed a spherical Fresnel- 
Fizeau ring laser.
There are two other experiments that should be mentioned which 
complement the optical work. These are the experiments of Kennard and 
Pegram on the phenomenon of unipolar induction. Both experiments utilize 
a coaxial rotating capacitor. A strong axial magnetic field is generated 
by an energized coil coaxial with the capacitor. In the Kennard experi­
ment, one measures a potential difference between the plates of the 
capacitor when the capacitor is rotating. In the Pegram experiment, one 
measures a charge on the capacitor when the capacitor is being shorted 
by a corotating short during the rotation. For both experiments, it 
seems to be immaterial whether the coil generating the B field is 
stationary or corotating with the capacitor. The two effects thus depend 
solely on the rotation of the capacitor with respect to inertial space.
The modern version of the Sagnac experiment was developed by 
33 34Macek and Davis * . It has been called the ring laser, laser gyro­
scope, or ring generator. A schematic diagram of the original experi­
mental apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.
2. Sommerfeld *s Paradox
Besides the seemingly disconnected optical and unipolar induction 
experiments to be explained by a unified theory, there are also theoreti­
cal problems in the electromagnetic theory that must be clarified. On
the last page of his celebrated text on the theory of the electromagnetic 
64field, Sommerfeld introduces and suggests a solution to a problem in-
FIGURE 1.
Fig. 1. Idealized Sagnac interferometer. A « light source;
B ■ observer; C - beam splitter (half-silvered mirror); Dj, D2 , and 03 
are corner mirrors.





Fig. 2. Michelson-Gale interferometer with calibration circuit. 
A ■ light source; B * Interferometer; C*, C2 , C, are all reflecting 
mirrors; D2, D3 are half-silvered mirrors} E * Earth rotation.
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Fig. 3. The ring laser (Macek and Davis, 1963).
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volving noninertial frame of reference. To understand the paradox, 
consider an Inertial frame of reference In a charge and matter free 
region of space. Assume a uniform magnetic field S In the z direction.
If one now rotates the frame of reference around z with angular velocity 
0, then one will observe In the rotating frame an electric field E = 
v x B, where v ■ 0 x r, and r Is the position vector from the point of 
observation. The relation for E is obtained by simply performing a 
Lorentz transformation on the fields.
Now if one considers the divergence of E = x r) x 5, one ob­
serves that it does not vanish. In face, V.? = 2^ -5, and therefore the 
charge density is non zero in matter and charge free space due to rota­
tion solely. In a region of space filled with conducting matter, such an 
observation may be explained away by the Inducement of currents. However, 
in completely matter and charge free region of space, the creation of a 
charge density is a disturbing defect of the theory. Yet, Maxwell's 
equations and the special theory of relativity are so well established 
that we choose to question the applicability of standard electromagnetic 
theory rather than its structure. We must therefore search for the 
appropriate theory and the transformation techniques so that they become 
applicable to noninertial frames. Not unexpectedly, geometrical optics 
approach gives no insight to the problem.
3. Geometrical Optics Approach
Historically, geometrical optics was employed first to explain 
optical phenomena. The condition for geometrical optics to be applicable 
is that the wavelength X should be small when compared to the character­
istic dimension L of the medium through which the light beam is propa­
11
gating. The relation between physical and geometrical optics Is that 
for A «  L, any quantity which describes the electromagnetic wave Is
1Y
given by the expression $ = <f>Qe , where <j>Q Is a slowly varying function
29
of the space and time coordinates. The phase ¥ is a large quantity 
which Is in general nonlinear in the space and time coordinates. ¥ is 
also called the Eikonal. The Eikonal is linear in time and coordinates 
if there is no macroscopic dispersion in the medium. Then the time 
derivative of ¥ gives the frequency id of the wave
and the space derivative gives the wave vector k
Hence, the total derivative of ¥ reads 
d¥ = $.dr + ||dt 
dV = k*dr - id dt.
Then the phase expression for the light beam after one circulation in a
closed loop of arbitrary shape is
r
2ir » | k-dr - J\ d dt
’ ■ h  ^•d? ■ i>dt (1)
54where t is the circulation time for the stationary loop.
The first Integral counts the number of wavelengths z in the 
closed spatial path, the second Integral gives the number of radians T 
over which the signal advances during the circulation time.
12
Now consider the variation 6 V . Suppose that the Interferometer 
Is subjected to a  small time-dependent displacement q, generated by the 
velocity v* the Eikonal T Is a general invariant and should not be af­
fected by this displacement provided the variation in the boundaries is 
properly accounted for. Hence, one obtains 
6Y = Sz - 6T = 0
2tt5 = 6 £ k- dr = | 6ic*dr + ^ ik(r)*dr^ - |c^(r)*dr
c
where c1 is the path one obtains from c by a displacement q, and
k<?) = k(?) + (q. V)lc 
dr1 = dr + (dr*^)q.
We can now write the variation in the form
fij>1c*dr = +(q'^)lt] *dr + ^ le»(dr*^)q
Using well-known vector identities one can show that
lt-(dr*V)q =» [V(q*It) - q x x ?) - (q*^)lc]’dr 
which when substituted into the expression for 6z gives the expression 
2tt6z = J)[Slc - q x (^ xlc) + ^(q^*^)J • dr (2)
where 6z is a measure of the fringe shift associated with a comparison 
of the accelerated and the inertial system. Since we are dealing with a 
situation for which geometric optical conditions prevail, we may assume 
£ to be Irrotational^ (Sommerfeld-Runge law), that is x^lt = 0.
Thus one obtains for <5z
2ttS z ■ | 61c*dr + 0c*q)2 ~ (3)
The subscribts (1) and (2) refer to the values of the scalar product 
(lc*q) at the beginning and the end of one circulation around the loop. 
The scalar product (k*q) is not single valued since q acquires a differ­
ent value at the end of one circulation due to the time dependence of
13
the deformation. The change 62 is the fringe shift associated with 
the velocity field v. The first part gives the intrinsic change of the 
wave vector due to v and the last part is the contribution due to the 
change of the boundaries of the integral.
The variation of the time part of the space-time line integral
reads:
Since to is not a function of the time, the second integral becomes
2ir6T = /T<Sco d t  +  (o6 t .J o
We may now apply the appropriate conditions to the formula for 6z, and 
evaluate the fringe shift for the ring interferometer and the frequency 
shift for the ring laser.
i. The Moving Ring Interferometer with Comoving Medium
= dt + “d dt)
= JqSoJ dt + d(6t)
JVd(<5t) = w6t.
Hence,
The external light source determines u) so that
iii) ■> 0
Since, to “ ku, where u is the phase velocity
60) = S ku + k 6u » 0
14
where 6u is the change in the effective propagation velocity in the
moving medium as seen by the stationary observer.
We may assume that the change in the phase velocity is brought
about by the presence of the velocity field v; hence,
6u * av , s*
where v is the component of the velocity field along the beam path, and 
s
c< is the coefficient of drag.
We may now write,
The last two terms can be expressed in terms of the velocity field v, if 
one considers that Oc*q) changes over the Interval of time dt by the
and
dr
amount k*v dt. Hence, going around the complete loop one obtains
(S.q)2 - (iE.q)j + f T0 £•? dt
since, u = ds/dt, and k and dr have the same direction:
A(k-q) ■ ^ —  v*dr. u
Finally one arrives at
6z "2H  u (1 ' a)^ d?*
The actual observed fringe shift is twice Sz
Az " 2? i u (1 “ o)*'d?
15
Which can be put in the form
Az = —  o n2 (l - a)v*dr. (4)
Xoc
Consider now,
<Sz - 5T = 0 
6z = 6T = ^  6t
or,
2ttA z » ojA t
At | n2(l - a)v-dra) X c 7 o
but,
= —  - J L . i
O (1) , vX c  
2VXo °
hence,
At = ^  f n^(l “ a)v*dr, (5)
c J
where At is the difference in circulation time between clockwise and 
counterclockwise circulation in the moving interferometer with comoving 
optical medium.
ii. The Moving Ring Laser with Comoving Medium
If one assumes no mode jumping as a result of the motion of the 
ring laser, then the number of wavelengths in the loop should remain 
constant, that is 
6z ■ 0
which is to say, ST ■ 0, 
or,
16
f T  f i t* )  d t  +  o j5t  =  0 Jo»
In the case of motion with constant speed, 6m Is constant; hence,






w  I T
cr = | nds
The difference In the circulation times between the clockwise and counter­
clockwise beams does not depend on whether the optical circuit is being 
used as an Interferometer or as a ring laser. Hence, the equation devel­
oped for At may be used here, and
j> n2d  " <0v*dr 2 ^
Am = c___________________= 2 y n (1 - a)vdr ^
W £ nds c £ nds
ill. The Moving Interferometer and Ring Laser with a Stationary Medium 
in the Beam Path
Again the fringe shift expression is




but 6u = 0 when one observes the propagation velocity in the medium from 
a frame of reference in which the medium rests. Hence, 6k «* 0, and 
2tt 6z “ (1c*q)| 2 " j> (k/u)v*dr
17
22Since, k "j— » and u - c/n, one obtains for Az
o
(7)
For the self-oscillating case one obtains
t  2 -*■ ■+Aw = 2_ y n v*dr ^gj
id c  ^ nds
iv. The Stationary Ring Interferometer and Ring Laser with a Moving 
Medium in the Beam Path
The fringe shift is now due solely to the phenomenon of drag. 
The fringe shift is therefore
The geometrical optics approach gives no Insight to Pegram and
Kennard effects, and as expected does not resolve the Sommerfeld paradox. 
Hence, the need for a theory that explains electromagnetic phenomenon in 
noninertial systems becomes evident.
I 2 -*■.,+4> n a v d r (9)
and the corresponding beat frequency for the ring laser
(10)
18
III. MODERN METHODS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY IN ACCELERATED SYSTEMS
In the last decade, there have been numerous publications on 
the subject of electromagnetic theory in accelerated systems. These 
publications show a variety of approaches. We have selected for this 
discussion, publications which properly represent different trends of 
thinking about the fundamental features of the theory.
These different methods of approach may be divided into three 
categories according to the effect a transformation to an accelerated 
frame has on the Maxwell field equations, and on the constitutive equa­
tions which describe the properties of a specific medium at hand.
Method I.
The Maxwell equations as well as the constitutive equations are
affected by a transformation to an accelerated frame of reference.
19Heer introduced the method and reopened the study of the electro­
magnetic theory of noninertial systems.
The procedure is holonomlc. The covariant rendering of the 
Maxwell equations requires a linear connection given by the so-called 
Christoffel coefficients.
Method II.
The constitutive equations are not affected by transforming to 
an accelerated system, the Maxwell equations are affected. This pro­
cedure is anholonomic. The covariant rendering of the Maxwell equations
requires a linear connection given by the so-called Ricci coefficients. 
47Mo applied this method to the electromagnetic theory of noninertial
22
systems which was originally developed for fluids by Irvine.
19
Method III.
The constitutive equations are affected by transforming to an 
accelerated system, the Maxwell equations are not affected.
The procedure is holonomic. The covariant rendering of the 
Maxwell equations does not require a linear connection. Hence, neither 
Christoffel nor Ricci coefficients have to be calculated. PYT, and 
Anderson and Ryon are the main proponents of this approach.
1. Mathematical Comparison
The methods I and III are both holonomic, by this one means that 
tensorial quantities are referred to a natural vector-basis that is 
associated with the accelerated frame of reference. These natural basis 
vectors are in an integrable fashion related to the coordinate system 
from which they arise.
Method II, by contrast, represents an anholonomic procedure. 
Instead of the natural vector basis of the coordinate system, one takes 
in every space-time point a local inertial frame that moves uniformly 
with a velocity that the accelerated frame has at that time, at that o 
point. The method is an outgrowth of a procedure common in fluid 
mechanics.
Method II can also be considered as a natural extension from 
three to four dimensions of the standard procedure for introducing curv­
ilinear coordinates. In the latter case, one chooses local orthogonal 
triads of unit vectors aligned with the orthonormal coordinates to be 
used. The local orthogonal triads are used as a physically "easy" 
reference for vectorial and tensorial quantities; it obviates the dis­
tinctions between covariant and contravariant components of vectorial
20
and tensorial quantities.
Method II is accordingly called the method of local inertial 
tetrads. The tetrads give a physically "easy" reference to inertial 
frames. Neither the unit vectors of the triad method, nor the unit 
vectors of the tetrad method are in an integrable fashion related to 
the underlying coordinate system. One can define coordinate infini­
tesimals along the legs of the triads and tetrads. They cannot in 
general be extended to an integrated finite value. In analytical 
dynamics, Whittaker calls these infinitesimals "quasi" coordinates.
The local tetrads have the calculational advantage that one retains 
the constitutive relations of an inertial frame while working with an 
accelerated system. Mo adds extra detail to the simple "hydrodynamic" 
procedure followed by Irvine.
Having established the rather deep distinction between methods 
I and II, let us now turn to the much minor distinction between Methods 
I and III.
One may say that method III emerges from Method I simply by 
using a (physically) permissable modification of defining field quanti­
ties so that the fundamental laws of the electromagnetic theory can be 
related to differential form expressions, a possibility first explicitly
g
noted by Cartan.
The treatment of differential forms does not require a linear 
connection. Hence, it saves the effort required to calculate the 
Christoffel or Ricci coefficients induced by the transformation to an 
accelerated frame. The so-called covariant which plays a prominent role 
in method I reduces for method III to the equivalent of an exterior der- 
ivate. Method III is called the method of natural invariance.
21
2. Physical Comparison
Having established that the mathematical procedures I, II, and 
III can be equivalent, let us now turn to a comparison of the physical 
premises that go Into these different treatments. We may do well by 
first mentioning the points of agreement.
All approaches mentioned agree about the basic space-time trans­
formations that are to be used for describing a rigid rotation. Most 
experimental results relate to rotating equipment: rotating interferom­
eters, rotating ring lasers, Mossbauer resonance experiments of samples 
exposed to different centrifugal accelerations, probes measuring electric 
and magnetic fields in rotating systems or their corresponding choice of 
rotating experimental arrangements are obvious.
Noting the agreement about the space-time transformations to be 
used, it may be surprising that all references cling to the notion of a 
classical rigid rotation on the basis of an absolute time. The asymp­
totic relation of this transformation to a Lorentz transformation has 
been discussed by Post. It is possible on the basis of this asymptotic 
relation to include the feature of a centrifugal red-shift. It is then 
also possible to formally distinguish whether one transforms from an 
inertial to a noninertial frame or vice versa; the absolute time Galilei 
rotation misses this feature.
It is obvious that the absolute time rotation can only have a 
local meaning. It is not possible to extend its radius arbitrarily.
One finds as far as the Induced transformation of the field quantities 
is concerned, that the added feature of including the acceleration red- 
shift is inconsequential for all first order effects.
22
One might have expected considerable disagreement about the idea 
that a space-time transformation based on absolute time should be re­
garded as fundamental for rotational motion. It seems that the Galilei 
rotation is much closer to physical reality than the Galilei translation. 
Most authors have accepted this as a fair and admissable basis for work.
A second point of more or less universal agreement is that most 
authors, except Mo, borrow from relativity the existence of a space-time 
manifold that has a (nondefinite) metric. At times, method III has been 
called a nonmetric procedure. The truth, of course, is that the metric 
in method III plays a more indirect role. The distinction with method I 
is that the metric in method III can be introduced at a later stage of 
the game so that it is easier to identify its physical role. When not 
dealing with gravitation, a premature introduction of the metric ought 
to be avoided.
Presently, we are arriving at the points of disagreement. It is 
so that proponents of method III take position against method I, not 
because of basic inadequacies of method I, but rather for the manner in 
which the constitutive relations are obtained. Yet, method I deserves 
strong credit for clearly and explicitly distinguishing between constitu­
tive relations for inertial and noninertial frames.
Then, method II in a sense disagrees with all other references 
on the basis of a point of epistomology. Method II holds out for a 
policy that all observations should be referred to local inertial frames 
and that the effect of acceleration should be exclusively described by 
the linear connection interrelating this family of local inertial 
frames. The fact is that observations are made in noninertial frames, 
and by adhering too strictly to this extreme stand, one runs a very
23
serious risk of an unsatisfactory relation to experiment.
Method III is clearly superior to the other methods. However, 
there is disagreement among its proponents. PYT and Anderson and Ryon 
approaches take issue with each other. Let us first review the basic 
premises of the PYT formulation.
1. The constitutive behaviour of a linear nondispersive medium, 
be it material or free-space, is given by a tensor x of valence 4.
2. If a material is absent, the tensor x reduces to a tensor xo 
describing the constitutive behaviour of free-space. The tensor xo is 
the same for all inertial frames (Lorentz Invariance). It is, however, 
affected by a change when going from an inertial to a noninertial frame.
3. The constitutive tensor of a material medium permits an in­
variant decomposition x = XQ + X,^ where xm is the contribution of the 
material part of the medium, describing its electric and magnetic sus­
ceptibilities. Anderson and Ryon question the validity of this state­
ment, specifically the invariance of the decomposition.
The following physical arguments are necessary to see the need 
for an in general separate transformational procedure when obtaining xo
and x^ j on any given accelerated frame.
a. One can not "move", or "accelerate", the free-space component 
of the medium. Hence, when observing from an accelerated frame, one 
transforms XQ f*om its known inertial form to the required noninertial 
form.
b. By contrast, one can move the material component of the 
medium in free-space and one can accelerate the material component with
respect to free-space. The material part x^ is not invariant under a 
change of reference, be it uniform motion or acceleration. The tensor
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Xm is normally known on a rest-frame, which may be inertial or non­
inertial.
One can now make the following assumption regarding being on 
either an inertial rest-frame or a noninertial rest-frame. The assump­
tion is valid for media with a reasonably stiff mechanism of electric 
and magnetic polarization.
c. The influence of acceleration forces on the electric and 
magnetic mechanisms of polarization may be neglected for mildly accel­
erated media. Hence, (x^ inertial rest-frame) = 
frame).
No electromagnetic theory of accelerated systems can circumvent 
an assumption of this nature. Its validity is a problem of solid state 
physics and cannot be ascertained by means of a general transformation 
theory. The latter only applies to a change of reference for a position 
of the observer.
Here we meet with a crucial distinction between accelerated and 
uniformly moving systems. In the latter x q Is invariant and xm is ex­
actly the same on all inertial rest-frames. This face expresses the 
principle of relativity for uniform motion. There is no such principle 
for accelerated motion. Accelerated can be detected through changes of 
XQ as well as of xm » but mostly xo * Assumption c excludes the detection 
of acceleration through xm  as a feasible competitor of xo -
The practice of applying this procedure is now conceptually 
straight forward. The algebra required is that of transforming a tensor 
of valence 4 so that x0 and Xjj are referred to one and the same frame to 
make the addition X “ X0 + Xjj permissible. One can have arbitrary mutual 
motion of observer and medium. The following three cases, however, are
(y noninertial rest-
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the ones that one may encounter in actual experimentation:
Case I. Observer at rest in inertial frame, material medium rotating.
XQ, in the inertial frame, and x^,* in the noninertial rest- 
frame, are transformed to the inertial frame of observer. Example: a
Fizeau experiment with circular symmetry.
Case II: Observer rotating, material medium at rest in inertial frame.
XQ, in the inertial frame, is transformed to rotating frame;
X^, in the inertial rest-frame, is transformed to rotating frame.
Example: Prunier-Dufour experiment.
Case III. Observer and material medium both rotating.
XQ, in the inertial frame, is transformed to rotating frame;
Xm in the noninertial rest-frame, is not transformed. Example: Pogany
experiment.
Note that Case I and Case II merge into the single classical 
experiment of Fizeau if one replaces the rotation by uniform translation. 
The reason is that xo is invariant under a Lorentz transformation.
Anderson and Ryon question the Independent tensorial character 
of xo and xm * The objection can be dealt with in a simple physical 
argument. Suppose xQ were nontensorial (inhomogeneous transformation), 
that an acceleration could give a contribution to xm - It is inconceiv­
able that an acceleration would create a material contribution.
They also critize the here presented procedure on the grounds 
that it would violate the relativistic addition theorem of velocities.
The classical Fizeau experiment constitutes a confirmation of the rela­
tivistic velocity addition. In the PYT formulation, Case I and Case II
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merge as mentioned above. Hence, the theory in fact satisfies the
relativistic addition theorem.
We shall now briefly review the Anderson and Ryon approach to
the electromagnetic theory of noninertial systems. Their method of
approach depends on the use of the transformation properties of the
local four-velocity of the accelerated system. The field vectors are
therefore defined in terms of the local four-velocity of the medium
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similar to the definitions employed by Landau and Lifshitz in treating 
inertial electrodynamics. Hence, they set uV , B0 = u^,
D*1 = GpV u , H = GwV up and use the constitutive relations DP =
v a 2 yvpa
eWV E , and H = y_1 BV to derive GpV = -ij- xMVf>aF
v* y Hy\> 2 pa
To calculate the constitutive relations corresponding to the 
three experimental configurations discussed, the proper transformation 
of the local four-velocities must be prescribed, A point fixed in the 
noninertial system has a world line given by x' = constant. Hence, the 
four-velocity when the observer and the medium are coaccelerated can be 









dx*1 = dx11 ds1
dx ds' dx
where,





* O lJ “ 800* dx
- (goo)-15 (1,0,0,0)
To calculate the local four-velocity for the case where the ob­
server is inertial and the medium is accelerated all that is needed is
u *
the transformation of u to the inertial axis, that is,
v .v y' Av O'u = A , uM = Aq , u
v / \ ~ h
u ” 8^00^ 0 "
Calculation for the case of the observer accelerated and the 
medium stationary requires the transformation of the local four-velocity 
of the stationary frame to the accelerated frame where the observer is 
stationed. A point fixed in the inertial frame has a world line x * 
constant and uw = (1,0,0,0) since g ^  = 1. Now the transformation,
u^ = Ay uV yields
y* _ Ay u = A . o
The constitutive equations derived by Anderson and Ryon require 
dyadic expressions and have not been put into simple vector form because 
of the employment of anholonomic definitions of the fields although the 
theory itself is holonomic. They have also carried the theory to second 
order by defining relative velocities as done in the special theory of 
relativity. Their definitions of relative velocity are not clear and 




Almost all of the references mentioned relate their theoretical 
work to experiments that have been performed on rotating interferometers 
and on rotating ring lasers. A detailed review discussion of these 
experiments can be found in a review article by Post.
For all practical purposes, the theoretical contributions of the 
three approaches confirm the experimental results, as well as an earlier 
kinematic analysis of the problem given by von Laue.
Nevertheless, PYT formulation arrives at interferometer and ring 
laser results that differ slightly from the conclusions obtained by Heer 
and Anderson and Ryon, including the kinematic analysis of von Laue.
This discrepancy with the kinematic analysis weighs heavy because of the 
austerity of physical assumptions that enter into such a kinematic 
analysis.
The discrepancy between Heer and Anderson and Ryon methods 
versus that of PYT only shows up for media with p ^ 1. Where all known 
optical media have an effective permeability p^ . = 1 down to the fifth 
and sixth decimal places, the chances of experimentally resolving this 
issue through optical experimentation seems than slim.
However, if we turn our attention to the constitutive relations 
that are produced, Heer and Anderson and Ryon methods, versus that of 
PYT then there seems to be a realistic chance of further resolving this 
matter.
In fact, free-space experiments that may be considered as a 
direct check on free-space constitutive behaviour in accelerated frames 
have already been performed. The Kennard and Pegram experiments may be 
considered as brother and sister to the ring laser effect. Of course,
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these free-space constitutive experiments cannot resolve the discrepancy 
associated with a y ^ 1. It is so, however, that a constitutive ex­
periment with a medium having ur ■ 1 would be more promising and easier 
to perform than any of the above mentioned optical experiments.
Mo's method, because of its extreme epistomologlcal view point, 
denies the existence of these constitutive equations and rejects 
accordingly any further recourse to experiment.
There exists another method that does not belong to any of the 
three mentioned methods. Gordon"^ in an early publication has attempted 
art analysis of the ring-interferometer experiment through the use of a 
modified Riemann metric. This method may be regarded as a (non unique) 
physical optical extension of von Laue's geometrical optical approach. 
Gordon's results align with those of von Laue.
Yildiz^ has recently revived Gordon's method by separating the 
free-space part and the material part of the modified Relmann metric, 
which enables him to discuss also situations in which medium and ob­
server are not at rest in the same frame. This corresponds to the ex­
periments of Prunier-Dufour and Fizeau.
The Gordon-Yildiz approach does not permit an independent in­
troduction of and ur such as required by the complete electromagnetic 
approach. The method can therefore not be related to a detailed con­
stitutive behaviour and accordingly does not partake in the possibility 
of permitting an experimental check through electrostatic and magneto- 
static experiments.
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IV. METHOD OF NATURAL INVARIANCE
1. Vector Form of Maxwell's Equation
Let us consider Maxwell’s equation in the MKS units:
curl I « - (11a)
div B - 0 (lib)
curl H = + J (11c)
div D - p (lid)
where J and 5 are the electric field and electric displacement, while H 
and $ are the magnetic field and magnetic induction. We have chosen a 
coherent system of units (MKS) for the Maxwell equations. The choice of 
a coherent system of units makes a formal distinction between E, D, and 
ft, $ in empty space, as well as in material medium. Use of mixed system 
of units avoids this distinction in free space; however, for noninertial 
frames of reference this distinction may become necessary.
The constitutive equations corresponding to Maxwell's equation 
are, empty space
S = eQ ^ ^ 5,
and for linear, and stationary, isotropic, material medium are
% - er co t  $  - yr uo 3,
where,
107 Ait
E° " 7 ~ 2Aire 10
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Maxwell was among the first physicists to make a distinction
between the field variables. In his text, A Treatise on Electricity and 
37Magnetism , Maxwell proposes that there exist four different vector 
species in three space. His arguments, although mathematical, were 
motivated by physical needs.
Maxwell introduced the names, force and flux vectors to corre­
spond to the motions of line vector and surface vector. Each of these 
vectors have the property of being polar or axial. A pairwise combina­
tion of these properties leads to four basic vector species in three- 






As can be seen from the Integral forms that lead to Maxwell's 
differential forms, the force vectors are associated with line Integrals 
and flux vectors with surface Integrals. The labels polar and axial 
refer to longitudinal and rotational symmetry propties of the space 
vectors.
By choosing an ad-hoc system of mixed units, one can simplify 
the relations between the field variables to E =■ D, and H = B. However, 
if we wish to address ourselves to the solution of "noninertial" prob­
lems, then we must maintain Maxwell's distinction.
Furthermore, we can obtain a naturally invariant representation
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of the Maxwell equations for three dimensions valid in any spatial
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curvilinear coordinate system if we make the following identifications :
E -* E±, D + E1 , H +  G ^ ,  P + P
We can then write Maxwell equations as,
2 8 1 ie jj ■ ■ 8t B«  <12a)
8 [ i BJ k ]  *  0 (1 2 b )
a. g 1-* = a + i1 (12c)
i t J
o±  D 1  =  p  ( 1 2 d )
where G1  ^ = - G^1-; and ■ - B^; i,j = 1,2,3.
The invariance is realized with the following identification in 
the Cartesian frame
E - (Er E2* E3> "
(E , E , 
x y V
->
B = (b23 1’ B31* B125
=> (B , 
x ’ By ’ V
D - (D1 , D2, D3) - (D , D , x ’ y* V
H * (G23, G31, G12) = (H ,X v v
J - (J1, j2. j3) - (Jx» )y>
P - P
and with the following transformation rules for a change in coordinates 
for the field variables,
Et, - Aj, , D1 ' - |A|_1 A [ ' D1, j1 ’ - |A|_1 A*' j1 
Bltj, “ aJ.A^, B±j, G1^ '  - l A f 1 A*' A^' G±:J, p ( k ' )  - M " 1 p  (*)
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with
.1 3X1 .1* Sx1 ' . . . .1
A. i “ j 11 A. a . * A * det A .,
1 ax1 ax1
The constitutive relations may be similarly written for linear, 
anisotropic, nondisperslve medium as
D1 - e1  ^ E.
J
Bij “ ^ l j k l  Gkl 
J1 - ‘J VJ CT j
where e1^ , |i.., . , o1  ^ are the dielectric permittivity, magnetic per- 
IJ KJ.
meability and the conductivity tensors respectively. The transforma­
tions of e, y, and a follow from the transformations imposed on the 
field variables. Hence, their transformation behaviour may be expressed 
as,
e1’!' = W X '  Aj' c «
Vj'k'l' = ^  Ai' V  Ak' Al' Mijkl 
o 1 ' 11'  -  1A | _ 1  A1 '  A j  '  o 1 3 .
We shall now proceed to a less cumbersome method by generalizing 
the Maxwell equations to a four-dimensional form. The four-dimensional 
form is necessary, not only for its mathematical simplicity, but also 
because it provides a better physical ground for the electromagnetic 
theory in noninertial frames of reference.
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2. Covariant Form of Maxwell’s Equation
After having distinguished the field variables of electromagnetic 
theory, we search for a method of approach which is able to exploit this 
distinction to our best advantage. We may conjecture that the problem 
may be resolved within the realm of the theory of relativity.
The special theory of relativity describes physical phenomena 
with respect to inertial frames only. It does not describe events as 
seen by an observer on a noninertial frame of reference. Hence, special 
theory of relativity is not suited to handle the problem at hand.
The general theory of relativity relates the physical phenomena 
of gravitation to the non-Euclidian structure of the space-time manifold. 
Thus, the general theory of relativity appears irrelevant. We are left 
still searching for a theory that treats the description of physical 
phenomena as seen from noninertial frames.
However, gravitational and kinematic acceleration is not dis­
tinguishable locally. Hence, we can invoke the principle of local equiva­
lence. The observational lndistlnguishablllty holds if one is restricted 
from exploring the neighborhood of the point of acceleration. For, then 
one can distinguish the two fields due to the presence of the corlolis 
force if the acceleration is due to the rotation and in the case of 
rectilinear acceleration due to the convergence of the lines of force at 
infinity only.
In fact, the general theory of relativity is relevant. The 
mathematical formalism that accommodates gravitation also accomodates 
accelerated systems of reference. However, the description of kinematic 
acceleration does not require the validity of the gravitational field 
equations.
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The mathematical implementation of the principle of equivalence 
draws on the principle of general covariance. We must therefore seek a 
formulation which utilizes general covariance in order to provide an 
answer to problems associated with nonuniform space time systems. On 
the basis of general covariance, the electromagnetic field theory may be 
formulated such that the field equations and the constitutive equations 
are functionally separated. This method of approach is called the method 
of natural invariance. The invariance comes about independently of the 
metric.
53Minkowski discovered that electric and magnetic vectors can be 
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The natural covariant form of the Maxwell-Minkowski equations Is 
thus expressed by the equations:
3 F - 0, (13a)
[k Xv]
\  G"V = J" (13b)
where k , A , v  =  0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ,  and the brackets denote an alternation
over the indices dived by the factorial of the number of Indices.
The Maxwell-Minkowski equations retain their form for any general 
nonlinear holonomic coordinate transformations, if one agrees that the 
fields transform according to
FA,*, - A*, A*, Flv (14a)
G*,V' - |A|‘l A*’ AV ' GXV (14b)11 X v
where,
\»
X * X * 3x
A * det A. , and = — r—  is an element of the Jacobian matrix
A A 3x
of the transformation. The condition of hononomity is expressed as
3 X* = 0.
[v X ]
The constitutive equation which provides the necessary connec-
OKtion between the two tensors F and G may be written as
O K
,Xv _ 1. Xv o k t
O K
G * 2* F_ _.
This is the most general linear, instantaneous and local relation between
GAv and F. . One must be able to recover from the constitutive tensor x
AV
the customary linear constitutive relations for an isotropic medium with 




The constitutive relation is capable of describing the general linear, 
nondisperslve medium and therefore both the frame of reference and the 
medium may have arbitrary motion.
It is instructive to study a more explicit form of the constitu­
tive tensor ^  one considers the situation where X(q JK ^as a
degeneracy, so that it can be constructed from a tensor of lower valence, 
a convenient choice for the lower rank tensor would be the metric g*v .
It Is known that the elements of the tensor gAv or its Inverse g ^  play 
a r.ole in the interpretation of the gravitational action. The gravita­
tional action may be considered as a cause of nonuniformity in matter 
free space. Hence, it is plausible to construct ^ vaK from the elements 
of a g^v . The empty space constitutive relations can be investigated if 
we assume a constitutive relation of the form
&V - gXv gVlc F ^  (15)
where Y is some universal constant and g is the absolute value of the o
determinant of g . Using the relation F = - F and then interchang-
y v  ok  Kcr
ing the indices o and k » one obtains
A v  v J* „ v a  vG - - Yo g g g Fc<
which then subtracted from the previous expression yields
GXV - I  Yo ** (SX° - 8Xe g',°> Fok .
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Hence one obtains.
1 ■.» J* .  Ao vk X< vcr. / 1 t i
2 Y0 8 (B 8 “ 8 8 )» d 6)
which is the expression for the constitutive tensor for free space. This 
form of the constitutive tensor was first proposed by Einstein and later 
applied to rotating systems by Gordon.
In order to ensure the consistency of the formulation, the con­
stitutive tensor x must transform as a contravariant tensor density of 
weight +1,
A’v’o 'k' I. 1-1 .A' .V1 .o' .(C1 Avokx = |A | Ax Av k a  k K X  ■ ( 1 7 )
The constitutive tensor x also must obey the following symmetry relations
Avcric v Acfk Avkct ctkXv
X “ - X ■ - X " X
. [Xvcric] _ 
and x =0 .
These properties can be derived from the symmetry properties of and 
GWV and the constitutive relation between the two.
3. Transformation of the Constitutive Tensor due to Rotation
If we wish to carry on our calculations for a rotating frame 
where the boundary conditions retain their time-independent form, then 
we must evaluate the elements of the constitutive tensor for rotating
frame of reference, and for rotating media. This is quite a departure
from the theory of uniformly translating systems. When a system is in 
nonuniform motion, one must take the distinction between the motion of
the medium and the motion of the observer, while this is not required
for uniformly moving systems. Thus, Maxwell equations retain their form 
on accelerated frames, provided they are expressed in terms of four dis­
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tinct field variables fl, and S, H, and whether or not a system is 
accelerated depends on the constitutive relations between E, B, and D» H.
Furthermore, a nonuniform motion affects the accelerated medium 
and accelerated observer in different fashion. While the medium in
motion may undergo real and intrinsic physical change, the motion of the
observer produces only a difference in observational viewpoint. We may 
therefore write the constitutive tensor as a superposition of a free- 
space part and a medium part X ^ *  Hence we have
X V C J K  X V O K  . X V O I C  / . g .
x ■ Ho) + x(m> (18>
where and obey the same transformation as well as symmetry
operations that apply to the total x*
The optical experiments mentioned previously can be categorized 
according to the three types of observation possible in a noninertial 
frame of reference.
Case a.
Medium inertial, observer accelerated.
Case b.
Medium and observer coaccelerated.
Case c.
Medium accelerated, observer Inertial.
These three types of experiments further require the application 
of different transformations to the free-space and medium parts of the 
constitutive tensor. This procedure is dictated by the fact that the 
frames in which the free-space part x^Qj and the medium part x^m j of X 
are supposed to be known are in different states of motion with respect
AO
to the frame in which one desires to obtain the total x* Hence, the 
physics of the experiment to be analyzed determines in which frame the
total x is to be calculated.
Besides the optical experiments, this procedure is further jus­
tified if we consider experiments performed by Barnett^ (1915) and the
53Oppenheimer paradox. In Barnett's experiment a rotating magnetizable 
bar becomes magnetized in its axial direction, while the rotation of the 
frame of reference causes no such effect. Oppenheimer paradox, simply
stated, is that the rotation of the condenser produces an external
magnetic field while the rotation of the frame of reference does not. 
Going back to the optical experiments, we can see from the geometrical 
optics discussion that Fresnel-Fizeau type of experiment is not physi­
cally equivalent to Dufour-Prunier experiment.
A parallel approach has recently been employed by Yildiz. He 
develops the metric analog of this method by separating the metric into 
space and material components. Employing transformations on gV  ^■ ®(o)
4- similar to the ones to be discussed, he obtains the same results
for the three types of optical experimentation.
We are now ready to write the constitutive tensor for the three 
types of experiments considered. We will denote the rotating coordinate 
system by primed indices, while the inertial frame will be denoted by 
unprimed Indices.
Case a.
Dufour-Prunier experiment: In this case, the observer is accel­
erated, while the medium is stationary. He sees both the free-space and 
the medium from an accelerated frame of reference, thus
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I'v'cr'ic' i*i”l iX'v'a'K1 , Xvctk . Xvok
X ■ 1*1 Xuck <x(o) + x(m) • (19)
Case b.
Harress-Pogany experiment: In this type of experiment, both the
medium and the observer are accelerated. Hence, while the observer sees 
the free-space part of the constitutive tensor from an accelerated frame, 
the medium part may be taken the same as in an inertial frame, thus
X'v'o'k* | . I —1 .X’v'o'k' Xvctk , X'v’o'k'
X - W  AXv o k * (o) + X(m) <20)
Case c.
Fresnel-Fizeau type experiment: In this case, observer is sta­
tionary, while the medium is accelerated. Hence, it represents a trans­
formation duality with respect to the previous experiment,
Xvctk Xvok , i.i-l .Xvctk X'v'aV
X - X(o) + M  X'v'a'v' (m) (21)
Having established the recipe for constructing the constitutive 
tensor x for flH  possible types of experimentation in rotating frames 
of reference, we are still left with the task of selecting the proper 
space time coordinate transformation which in turn defines the A^ . If 
we consider the time dilation, then we can relate the space-time coord­
inates for a rotation about the z axis with angular velocity ft as
dt - ----- —
[1 - (fiR/c)2]** (22{0
dr * dr* (22b)
j , , A.t nat’ __
* * U  - CflR/oV5 <22‘>
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where R £1 < c. However, performable experiments are in the range where 
R £1 «  c, thus the affect of time dilation is of second order, while in 
the same experiments first order effects due to rotation are observed. 
That these effects are first order can be experimentally verified when 
compared to Doppler effect which is well known to be of second order. 
Hence, neglecting the time dilation, we obtain
dt » dt' (23a)
dr = dr' (23b)
d<f> - d<f* - a dt* (23c)
which is the well known Galilean rotation. While the Lorentz transfor­
mation is an improvement over Galilei translation, there seems to be no 
analogous improvement over Galilei rotation.
Using the recipe outlined above, we can now write down the con­
stitutive relations in conventional vector notation, as
D = e e E + e1 [{I x r) x S] o r
(24a)




Case a. e' ■ e e  o r
(25a)
Case b . e' = e - 0
(25b)
Case c . e * ■ £0 <£r - (25c)
We can now make the following observations about these constitu*
tive equations:
1. They reduce to the familiar relations S * e e S, ando r
%  - y p 5 for an inertial frame (& ■ 0).
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2. The second term in the right hand of the first constitutive 
equation resembles the induction field that led to the Sommerfeld para- 
dox. The total displacement D is generated by the sum of two electric 
fields: a source related field and an electromotive force.
3. The existence of the second term in the second constitutive
equation can be Inferred from the assumption that the Lagrangian should
*)■ -+■
be a total differential in the field variables E and B. The term has 
the characteristics of an H field generated by a convection current.
4. The constitutive equations bear a resemblance to the consti­
tutive equations of a uniformly translating material medium. However, 
the extra terms in the latter vanish if the product of relative permit­
tivity e and relative permeability ur approach unity.
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V. SOMMERFELD'a PARADOX AND THE THEORY OF KENNARD AND PEGRAM EFFECTS
The constitutive equations for Case b. take the form
5 ■ e,. ^ + (ft x r) x ftr o o
ft - — t +  r (ft x ft) X t 
uD ur o
Now if one considers the first equation for the case er = 1 (free space) 
in cylindrical coordinates, then
D “ e E + E n B (26)r o r  o r z
where ft is a rotation about the z axis as shown in Fig. 4. Maxwell's
equation gives us the recipe for calculating the charge density which
should be zero In this case, that is
div ft * 0
or
1 r D = 0  
r 3r r
If in fact the div ft vanishes, then the Sommerfeld paradox is resolved.
Let us now go back to Kennard and Pegram effects and make the 
first constitutive equation and div ft ■ 0 the cornerstone of our dis-
cussion.^ The solution for D isr
D *= — , 
r r*
where A is the constant of integration.
In the ideal Kennard case, the open circuit implies ft ■ 0, and 
therefore, A ■ 0. It then follows from the constitutive equations that
E. ■ - i) r B .
f  Z
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The Kennard potential V between the plates of the coaxial capacitor 
becomes, If r^ and ^  are the radii of the inner and outer conductor,
r2 (r* “ r*)
V - /  E d - - f l BJr r z 2
rl
In the ideal Pegram case due to the short between the conductors 
D f  0 but the potential V between the capacitor-plates is zero. It then 
follows from the constitutive equations and the expression for that
E =  £2 rBr e r z
o
2 2
r„ . r„ r_ - r1
V - 1 Er dr ■ r ln t :  - a Bz (— 2— > - 0
r^ 0 1
/ 2 2 .
1 2 ~ r l )
A = i  e S2 B ■•■ ■■■■ (27)
2 o z r,,
In (~) 
rl
We can now calculate the total convected charge on the capacitor by in­
tegrating over the surface of the cylinder of length L and radius r^ 
enclosing the inner surface of the capacitor, that is, r^ < rQ <
Q = / D dS ® D 2 7r r L,
^ r r o ’
A
where D * —  on this surface. Hence, 
r ro
Q " A 2ttL
e tt flL B (rI  -  A
Q - -5------- 2 2 1r, (28)
In (— ) 
rl
The capacitance C of a tubular cycllndrical of length L is given 
by the expression
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2ir e L o (29)
1
The absolute value of the Pegram charge to Kennard potential still re­
produce the conventional capacitance of a cylindrical capacitor.^
Sommerfeld paradox, and In turn, the vanishing of the space charge ex­
plains the Kennard and Pegram effects. However, this is not the final 
word, for, if we repeat the above analyses for a corotating dielectric 
medium of relative permittivity (see Fig. 5), then we see that our 
procedure gives
while the total Pegram charge Q is independent of Er. For an electro­
motive force based interpretation, one would obtain a Kennard potential 
independent of er , while the Pegram charge Q would be directly propor­
tional to er . Repetition of Pegram and Kennard experiments with corota­
ting dielectric is highly desirable.
Hence, the constitutive equations developed resolve the
V = -
SB <r2 - rl>z --------- (30)
e 2r
FIGURE 4
Fig. 4. Rotating charged coaxial condensor.
FIGURE 5
Fig. 5. Convected charges 1n a coaxial condensor filled with a 
corotating dielectric.
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VI. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF NATURAL INVARIANCE TO RING LASERS AND
WAVE GUIDES
I. The Frequency Splitting Phenomena In Ring Lasers
We shall now derive the wave equation corresponding to the three 
cases of experimentation discussed from Maxwell-Minkowski equations.
The first of the two Maxwell-Minkowski equations
3 F °
[ k Xv]
a g Xv * jx
V
implies that F^  can be derived from a vector potential A^ according to
F = 2  3 . . (31)
XV ,[X V ]
Substituting F into the constitutive equation GXv = ^  X ^V° K^ aK reads
GXv = XXV™  3 ^ • Now using a GXv = jX we get
[a k] V
_ XVOK ^ aX
8v  X 8 [ A ,  ■  J  
l o k
h r  3 XXVC,,:0 „  A - 3 A  ) - jX21 v  A o k  t e a
1 . , Xvok „ .  Xvok  « . \  _  4 Xrr a (x a a - v a a  ) « j
2; v  A a k A o k
and using ^ vcric » - xXv0K yields the generally invariant vector 
d'Alembertian or the wave equation
a x kv<JK a a - jx. (32)
v  A o k
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This expression Is valid for any curvilinear system if we transform x as 
a tensor density of +1. Then, the derivatives are ordinary partial deriv­
atives.
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where e * e e , 
r o ’ V =
U y , and e' takes on the values 
r o
Case a. e1 => eo
e
r
Case b. e' ■ eo
Case c. e' = eo (er - 1)
It should be noted that diagonal terms are affected by coeffic­
ients r and which is the result of introducing cylindrical coordi­
nates by using a holonomic definition of the components of the field 
quantities 5, 5, and H. The relation between the conventional and 









The vectors A and H follow the same rules as vector E, and vector B
■f
follows the same rules as vector D.
Consider now the wave function for zero current, that is,
- , X v o k  . A _ n3 Y 3_ A = 0.V O K
The nonzero components of this equation can be expressed in the form 
X = 0
3r ( - r c ) O t Ar  -  3r At ) + S p r i t e 1)  < 9 ^ ,  -  9 ^ )  +  -  9(At ) +
V - t r X V ,  - 3zAt) + - 9 ^ )  - 0
X - 1
9t C - r O O t At  -  3t Ar ) + 9t < - B e 'r ) ( 9 t At  -  9 ^ . )  + ^ ( I k ' i X J ^  -  Sr At ) +
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3 3
For the case of a circulating light beam 0, and for the Ideal­
ized circular arrangement shown in Fig. 6, and r - r , and the equations 
are simplified to the following:
X * 0
V  A " V A  = 0
X =■ 1
er a a A + fle'r ( d j . t k  + 3 .3.A ) - 3*3 .A = 0
o t t r o' t 9 r 9 t r' yrQ 9 9 r
X - 2
3*3 .A„ - 3,3 A. = 0 
t 9 t t t 9
X - 3
er 3 3 A + fle'r (3_3.A„ +  3*3^,) - -j-—  d.3.A9 = 0 o t t z  o t <p z 9 t z yr 9 9 zo
We observe that the equations for X = 1, and X = 3 are identical wave
equations in the components A and A , while the other two are guager z
restrictions. Hence, we have a complete separation of the components, 
and we may consider the single wave equation
er 3? V + 2 fie'r d„3, ¥ - 8? ¥ = 0o t o t 9 yr 90
or letting rQ9 s s, and multiplying by y, we obtain
ey aj ¥ + 2 fle'yr 9 8 ¥ - 8^ ¥ » 0 (33)c o c s s
This is the familiar wave equation with the exception of the nonrecipro­
cal term 2 Jle'yr ¥, which vanishes as £1 ■+• 0, and the conventionalo t s
wave equation is then recovered.
To obtain a solution for the frequency splitting in a ring laser, 
we may assume
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y - ei(a)t + k8) (34)
which yields
2 2 
eyto + 2 fle'yr^k - k = 0 ,
and has the solutions
, e ’ , . 1  /  . e 1 2  2 „2± —  /l + ---  y ’u, , “ -«==- r k — r ST (35)1.2 c o  c o
/cy
or neglecting the second term under the root sign which is of the order
2
(rQSi/c) , we obtain
“i,2 0 - n £ l r <»k i 7 =,-
i  ey
The difference between the absolute value of and is
Am a 2 r £2 k — . o
£
For the stationary loop, we may write k = (oQn/c, where n - ^er^r *s t*le
index of refraction of the medium and to is the single resonant frequencyo
of the stationary loop, thus
. 2 r £2 y
 2_ _JL e » (36)
a) ce e 
o r
For the previously mentioned three types of experiments, we obtain 
Case a.
A 2 r £2 ____
^  = ---—  / T T  (37a)(o c r ro
Case b.
a, 2 ^ nA to o




2 r £2 ______
w - 0 >v /e (e_ - 1) (37c)
(D c r r r
where c is the speed of light in vacuum
One can obtain the fringe shift expression by noting that
Au As—. a »'■
(i) B
where s is the path length of the circular loop and As the path length 
difference clockwise and counterclockwise beam. Hence, the fringe shift 
Az may be expressed as
As Aw s
Az = ----  = — ----
Vn Vn
where is the wavelength in vacuum.
Finally we obtain
Ax = 4£2 Trr* (f-) (e u ) H (38)o e a r r 
o
and corresponding to each case, we write.
Case a.
4a = V r  (39a)
o
Case b.
4a - If- ur C39b)
o
Case c.
Az " S T  (er " 1)( T - ) h  (39c)o r
Both the frequency and fringe shift expressions can be derived
from geometrical optical analysis for the case ■ 1. Results derived






Fig. 6. Idealized ring laser configuration.
z
FIGURE 7
F1g. 7. Cylindrical wave duct with wave launcher.
2. Mode Independence of Rotating Wave Guide-Like Structure
In the classical and modern experiments the light beam Is 
guided by the reflection from the mirrors placed at the vertices of the 
optical path. Such an arrangement has obvious disadvantages associated 
with the stability, geometry, and the quality of the mirrors. A possible 
alternative is to replace the mirrors by a wave guide-like structure 
which can guide the light beam in the desired direction. One such possi­
bility is to use optical fibers which are thin compared to the dimensions 
of the area enclosed by the beam path. In such an arrangement geometrical 
optic analysis should still be valid. However, now one has the material 
medium instead of the vacuum between the mirrors to contend with. We 
must, therefore, check the dependence of the electromagnetic waves on 
the medium and verify if in fact the geometrical optics still hold.
Since the waves are guided about the z-axis, one can also make the
g
approximation •g—  -K) in the wave equation, 
z
We assume that the model for the optical fiber is a wave guide 
formed by two concentric cylinders about the z-axis of inner radius r^ 
and outer radius ^ • At some point in the cylindrical structure is a 
device where a wave can be launched and detected after completing one 
circulation as shown in Fig. 7. Suppose that the wave guide rotates 
about the z-axis with constant angular velocity ft. Then the wave equa­
tion describing the electromagnetic waves in the circular duct rotating 
with a comoving material medium having an index of refraction n, may 
be expressed as
56
which differs from the familiar equation for a stationary cylindrical
2 2
wave guide only through the term -2fi/c (3 /9t9<j>) A . Again, the non-z
reciprocal term may be interpreted as describing the drag of the wave 
motion In the direction of the rotation. Assuming a solution of the 
wave equation in the form
A = A e1(uJt “ Z<*° R(r) (41)z o
one finds for R(r) the Bessel equation
(?  f ? r f? + "2 4  + " 4 >  R(r) * 0 (42)c c r
with the boundary condition for the TB1 mode being
R(r^) - R(r2) = 0 (43)
for determining the azimuthal wave number Z governing the circulation of 
the wave motion in the duct. Defining 
2
2 2 gj 2(i)£2Za “ n —^ (44)
c c
the wave equation may be rearranged to the form 
2
[r2 ^-5- + A -  + (r2 a2 - Z2)] R(r) = 0 (45)
dr ar
which has the solution
R(r) - Cx J2 (ar) + C2 Yg (ar), (46)
where J (ar), and Y (ar) are the Bessel and the Neumann functions re- z z
spectively. Applying the boundary conditions, one finds the determining 
equation for and Z that is allowed to propagate in the wave guide
Jz (arl) YZ (ar2) " Jz (ar2) Yz (arl) " °* (47)
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The above equation along with the definition for a determines the possi­
ble azimuthal wave numbers Z. An asymtotic expansion lor large positive 
zeros* that is* a high mode approximation gives the following quadratic 
expression for Z
_2 , , ft „ ^ / l ^  2 2 .2 l w n / U i  . nZ - 2 r,r„ k —  Z + (--- — m tt - r.r, k - t) + 0(~7) + “ 01 2 o c a i. 1 A *-m
where k ■ —  is the free-space wave number, k = nk and, a ■ r« - r, . o c 0 2 1
2
Neglecting terms of order 1/m and higher* one obtains for Z
zi,2 ■ rir2 ko f 4 < W  k (1 - r r r  +K 3 * z
k r 2
The last two terms under the square root sign may be neglected
Z 1 2 - r1r2 kQ ^  ± k / l  -  (m2n2)/(k2a2) .
For a non-rotating wave guide, the roots are
Z1 2 " ± r^lr2^  k ^  " (m2TT2)/ (k2a2).
(48)
(49)
Comparison of 2 t0 Z1 2 s^ ows tkat the correction term r^rg kQ is 
* o *
independent of the mode number m. The number of phase reversals gained
or lost due to rotation is given by
6Z - \ Z 1 - Z j  - |Z2 - Z2 |- rxr2 —  (50)
o o c
which is again independent of the mode number m.
To get an idea of what happens at low mode numbers let us assume
that the dimensions of the wave guide are such that
r2 - ^  - a « r Q - j  ( ^  + r2) . (51)
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Then, the radial equation Is approximately
( A ? +  y 2 ) R(r) = 0 (52)
dr
where,
2 2 u2 A 2io8 . Z2
y = n —  + —2~  Z  2 * (53)
c c ro
Now we have the solution
R(r) = sin y r + cos y r. (54)
Application of the boundary conditions yields
sin y r2 cos Y ri “ sin Y rl cos Y r2 =
or,
sin y (*2 “ r^) = sin Y a = 0» 
where it is necessary that
y ® —  for m = 0,1,2,... (56)
3
2
Substitution of the expression for y into the expression for y gives
the following quadratic equation for Z
- 2ufl r 2 , 2 , 2 2 2
Z2 - — j-2- Z - n2 r2 + - 0
c c a
Hence, writing kQ ■ ^  for the free-space wave number, and k = n ^  for 
the material medium wave number, one obtains the roots
2
a) fir
7 =   —
1,2 2 * c
± r k / l  - (v2m2)/(a2k2) + (£>2r2)/(n2c2) \  (57)
while for an inertial (0 “ 0) wave guide, the solution leads to the roots 
Zj^  2 - ± rQk 1 - (7r2m2)/(a2k2)7. (58)
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A comparison of the equations for Z, „ and Z. « shows that the correction
terms involving ft again do not depend on the mode number m. In fact,
2
the velocity ratio (rQft/c) may be neglected as a second order contribu­
tion.
The gain or loss of phase reversals due to the rate of rotation 
is given by 6Z
2 «uir ft
- V  . (59)
c
Again the phase reversal expression due to rotation is independent of 
the mode number m. The fact that 6Z appears to be independent of the 
mode of propagation in a wave guide structure is a conclusion which is 
relevant to optical fibers which may be used in interferometry. The 
result agrees exactly with the geometric optical calculation, where
2
1 wr ft
<5Z = & v*dr = curl v*dS = — ^—  . (60)
o o c
3. Dispersion in Rotating Cavities with a Comoving Medium
The beat frequency of a ring laser depends on the optical prop­
erties of the comoving medium in the beam path. Therefore, the beat
20
frequency of a ring laser must also depend on the dispersion. The dis­
persion that affects the beat frequency must further be rotation induced 
if we consider only the dispersion outside the anamoly range. On the
other hand, we have shown that in rotating wave guides the fringe shift
6Z 1b independent of the mode number m and the optical properties of the
path traversed by the beam. Therefore, 6Z should also be independent of
dispersion.
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Index of refraction for a rotating system also becomes angular 
velocity dependent, and Is different for clockwise and counterclockwise 
circulation of the light beam. The constitutive equations
D = eE + e' x r) x f
I  *  -  t  +  e 1 ( ^ x r ) x ^
y
must be solved along with Maxwell’s equations for a plane wave 
ei(lc*r - tot),
3  ■ f i x -  (61a)c
1 = ^ x 1  (61b)
C
n = £  k (61c)
to calculate the index of refraction for a rotating system. Eliminating 
E, H, and B from these equations we obtain an equation for the refractive 
index n = |n| of the rotating optical medium
[n2 - 2(-^— ) yr n- r)- - eryr] = 0 (62)
o
The solution of this equation gives the refractive index
, e \  no (fix r)n = n - (— ) y — •  ---------------------------------------(63)
o e r n c
o o
where n ■ /e y ‘. The index of refraction is a function of not only the 
o r r
magnitude, but also the direction of ^  and the value of n is different
according to whether the light circulates clockwise or counterclockwise,
since it is a function of n /n .o o
To properly study the dispersion phenomena, it is necessary to
calculate the group and phase velocities of a wave in the rotating cavity.
We have derived the wave equation for a rotating laser with optically
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transparent comoving medium to be
S2 t  ,S! R S2f t? S2 V -  . . . ,
8s c c at
2
where e y  a 1/c , n = / e , y  = 1o o o r r
Assuming an Elkonal of the type (k's - u't), one obtains for |S| = k
k* = +k + (65)
c
and,
a)1 = a) (66)
where the prime refers to the accelerated frame. These relations tell
us that during the time At , the frequency of the light beam does not 
change while its wave number is modified due to the extended or shortened 
optical path. In the rotating frame, the material is at rest, and to' and 
k ’ are therefore related by ck1 = w' n(k'). It Is more appropriate in 
this case to chooBe the index of refraction as a function of the wave 
number k'. Substituting these expressions into ck' = o>' n(k'), and 
expanding the function n(k*) about the central wave number k, one obtains
2
. am . R!! r1 ai dn , 1,ok2 Rfi d n,
1 T  tdk - Z' c ~  zri <67)c dk
where + and - signs refer to the light beams circulating counterclockwise
and clockwise respectively.
The group velocity v and the phase velocity v are given by
8 P
V -  ■ f e  (68>
V '  fe <69>
Note that in the vacuum (n “ 1), the rotation of the observer causes him 
to record both the group and phase velocities to be greater or less than 
the speed of light. In the vacuum, group velocity equals phase velocity; 
however, in a medium n > 1 phase velocity is greater than the group 
velocity, and both are less than the speed of light if ^  is a positive 
quantity, and if —  < n(n - 1). For SI and ^  small, the conventional 
relation between the group and phase velocities is recovered
V - V a - £ g ) .  (72)g p n ak
It is instructive to consider the contribution of dispersion in 
a wave guide first. The Independence of 6z from the mode number and 
index of refraction suggests that S z is in general independent of the 
optical properties of the path. To show that this is in fact true, let 
us examine the dispersion in the wave guide through the geometric optical 
analysis. Consider only the waves circulating in the counterclockwise 
direction, and let k+ = k. We start with the general expression pre­
viously derived
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where the material properties have not yet been introduced. The quanti-
ties 6k and k - q ^  now have to be calculated by taking into account the
dispersion of the comoving (and coaccelerating) optical medium.
For k " —  ■ to — , one finds for 5k 
VP °
5k = - ^  6v 
c2 p
where, 6Vp is the change in the velocity of propagation due to the drag. 
The coefficient of drag a may be calculated from consistency requirements. 
The expression for che fringe shift 6z derived in the geometrical optical 
theory was
6z " —r—  £  r ?  (1 - a) v»dr.CAo
If v is a uniform translational velocity field, then 6z must vanish in 
order to satisfy the well established special theory of relativity. How­
ever, 6z can not vanish for uniform motion if the integrand is a function 
of the index of refraction. That is, an integral £ f(n) v*dr, where f 
is some function of n, will not in general vanish for arbitrary n if v
is a uniform translation. Hence, f(n) has to be a constant. f(n) =
14constant implies
n^ (1 - a) = C
where C is a constant. Coefficient of drag, therefore equals
a - 1 - ^  (73)
n
which is identical with the Fresnel-Fizeau coefficient of drag for trans­
lational motion. Upon setting, C ■ 1, the expression for 6z then takes 
the form
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z ° —r—  $ v*dr, (74)
cXo
which has already been shown to provide the correct result for the fringe
shift z in rotating wave guides. The coefficients of drag a when taking
14into account the dispersion is known to be
a = (1 - + kn |£) (75)
n
Hence, 6v^ = otv, if v is the velocity field describing the motion of the
optical loop. The substitution of the drag a expression into the k
formula thus gives
u) , 2 I , ,  Sn^ -*-6k  ---^ (n - 1 + kn g^)v.
c
1 ) ) 2
For the evaluation of the term ^  k*q|^, one may attempt to re­
express the Integrated term of wave-vector £ dotted into the small 
displacement q as a loop integral. No generality is lost by assuming 
that q^, the displacement at the beginning of the light circulation, is 
zero. One may then say that the term k * ^  comes about gradually by the 
velocity field v so that one may write, if t is the circulation time and
v is the group velocity, 
g
(k*q_ - k-q-) = f  k-v dt = ® —  v-dr.^1' o v
g
The vectors lc and dr have, of course, the same direction.
The group velocity is known to be related to the phase velocity
v according to the formula 
P
k 3n»
Tg ■ Vp (1 '  n  3k
k 3n
If the dispersion is small —  «  1 one may write
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—  - —  (1 + -  . 
v v n 3k
g P
And one obtains,
jV -► (ij , 2 . . 3n% -► .->*
k*q2 - k*q1 » —  (n + kn - ~ )  vdr.
c
 ^2
Substitution of the values of 6^  and in <$z shows that the
material contributions of refraction and dispersion both cancel. One 
ends up again with the expression
<5z = -^ 2 £ v*dr, (76)
c
which does not depend on the physical properties of the refracting 
material comoving with the optical loop.
This result surprising at first sight can be understood if one 
considers that the optical path length change is proportional to the 
circulation time of the light around the loop. An increase of circula­
tion time due to an index of refraction n >1, exposes the circuit 
proportionally longer to the velocity field v. However, the actual 
length change As, so increased, is now measured (locally) in terms of 
wavelength A that has been correspondingly increased by the presence of 
an index of refraction n > 1 .
The same arguments used for the fringe shifts in a wave guide 
may be used for the numerator of the frequency shift equation for
moving ring lasers with comoving mediums. Hence, for a * 1 - one
n
I 6oj I £ fr»d?
1 2 ’ c £ -^ ds
u
while for 1— 1 one writes,10) 1
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iAcui 0 v d r  ^ 0 v*dr
1 io 1 2 * k + ds 2 ? k - ds
c v ---  ■ —  c w(D 0]
a2n
where now considering second order dispersion — r
3kZ
k 2 2
t  + j £ r11 j. /i w dn 1 w 3 nv, ,i _d8.f[_+ _ (1_ _ _ _ _ _  _ ds
C  C  d K
and
k 2 2, , rn Rfi„ it) dn l a )  Rf2 3 n Nl .
t - a  - c a s ; -  2 T ~ r 2)] ds-
C  c  3 k
Hence,
iAwi 1 2 ,, 1 j. uP (Rfl)2 3^n ,_m
—  = — <£ v*dr Et— C1 “ 1 — T ~ ® ~T — T ~ ~ — T ds)l • ‘ w  1 c  ®  nds 0 nds 2 2 ,,2
c  c 3 k
This is a qualitative result, for the derivation of k± depended 
on a first order theory in — . Nevertheless, the independence of the 
frequency shift from a first order term —^  is clearly established. In 
the case of the wave guide, where the operational frequencies are much
below the anomalous region the term — ?■ need not be considered at all.
3k
However, contributions of this second order term near a point of anoma­
lous dispersion may not be quite negligible in the case of the ring 
lasers.
4. Frequency Locking Phenomena in Ring Lasers
Laser gyroscopes are still in the development stage. The exper­
imental and theoretical studies of the Instrument have not yet been ex­
hausted. However, the laser gyroscope already competes successfully 
with the better models of mechanical gyroscopes. Laser gyroscopes are 
not only useful as highly sensitive rotation indicators but they have 
found use as gyro direction finder, sextants, liquid-flow and wind-flow 
velocity meters.
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One of the major problems encountered in the development of gyro-
13 52 9 10scopes is the frequency-locking phenomena. * * * It is caused by
the non-linear conductivity of the plasma in the gas discharge tube, 
that is, the laser element. The atomic transitions which sustain the 
laser process produce left and right handed circularly polarized laser 
modes. When the circularly polarized modes have equal frequencies, 
frequency locking occurs. Since rotation of the system causes a 
frequency shift, this problem occurs at low angular velocities. At 
higher angular velocities the frequency locking disappears. Near the 
frequency locking region there is also observed jump-like changes in the 
beat frequency.
It can also be shown that a magnetic field may be used to create 
frequency separation. The magnetic field placed parallel to the laser 
axis splits up the degenerate atomic levels of the active laser atoms 
(see Figs. 8 and 9). If the left and right handed circularly polarized 
laser modes arise from different cavity resonances, then a frequency 
shift appears which again eliminates locking.
To explain these experimentally observed phenomena, let us con­
sider an idealized circular laser gyroscope symmetric about the z-axis. 
Let us assume a magnetic field in the z-direction, that is the magnetic 
field of a current carrying wire along the z-axis. For simplicity, let 
us assume J = 1 to J = 0 atomic transitions alone sustain the laser 
process.
In the presence of a magnetic field there are three transitions 
with different frequencies and polarizations. The Am ■ ± 1 transitions 
are right and left handed circularly polarized in the plane perpendicu­
lar to the magnetic field with frequencies v. and v+ , respectively. The
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Am * 0 transition is linearly polarized parallel to the magnetic field 
and therefore may not be amplified by the laser process. The circularly 
polarized modes are polarized in the z - r plane and therefore may 
propagate along the s-axis and be amplified by the laser.
i. The Inhomogeneous Wave Equation
To take into account the nonlinearity in the conductivity, we 
shall now consider the inhomogeneous wave equation, that is, we will 
assume a non zero current to be present in the laser plasma. We will 
describe the electromagnetic field by the vector potential A.
The inhomogeneous vector wave equation
8 xXVaK 8 A =jX (78)\) CJ .K
is form invariant for nonuniformly moving frames of reference provided 
is transformed properly. If we consider the case where jX j* 0, then we
must prescribe a consistent transformation procedure for jX . In the
inertial frame of reference the constitutive equation that relates the
current vector to a field variable reads
j1 =* olj Ej (79)
where i,j, ■ 1,2,3, and o ^  is the conductivity tensor. As shown pre­
viously, the conductivity tensor obeys the following transformation of 
coordinates
ai,J' = |A|_1 A*' A j ' ciJ. (80)
Therefore, in Cartesian system, aseuming asymmetric diagonal terms for
22 33
the conductivity tensor, we write er ■ c", a ** a , a m a , which
x y z
-1 22in cylindrical coordinates takes the form ar ■ re", ■ r a ,
33a ■ ra . If we assume that a does not change due to rotation, we may 
2
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write j' =* oE'. But, since we measure all field variables on the non- 
inertlal frame of reference, no further transformational procedure is 
necessary. Again dropping the superscripts, we have for the components 
of the nonhomogeneous wave equation using the relation E = -3^
X = 1
e  r 3? A + 2fi e 1 r 3 3, A - —  3? A - - r a 3. A o t r  o t $ r yr <}> r o t ro
or,
c m 3* Ar +  ro 3 ^ .  Ar - 3* Ar - 3t Ar
and for 
X = 3
sy 3? A + 2ye'n r 3 3 A - 32 A = -y a 33 3. A. = -y (J, 3,. A , t z o t s z  s z  t z  z t z
or in general we have
e y 3^ A^ + 2y e'fi v q A^ - 3^ A^ = - y 3fc Ai>
11 33
where for rotational convenience, we have redefined a  = a , a = ar z
The constitutive relations previously derived may be rearranged to give
-V ->
D = e E + P o
or
? - eQ (er - I)? + ye'(il x r) x 5 
to first order in ^ and further simplified to 
? = eo^er “ + e'(S$ x r) x I
? ■ -e0 (er - 1)£ + ef(i$ x r) x (f x J )  (81)
And for the case of a system rotating about the z-axis with angular 
velocity ft, one obtains
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? - -s<‘r - « \X + e'r fl[r<7 3rr \ - 7 3*V - «7 V* - W -
For the idealized laser gyroscope again 3 , 3 -*■ 0, thus, we writeF Z
? - -e0(er - 1) 8 X  + E’ron (- §- l lr - k i- 8 A ). (82)
o r o
Rearranging terms and taking the time derivative of both sides
e 3? 1  * - s j  + e 3? t  -  e' Q r (r 3 3 .A + k 3 3.A ) (83t t o t  o s t r  s c z
Hence, the wave equation may be written as
-y 3fcP1 + yeQ 32 A± -ye'Sh^ 3 ^ ^  + 2ye'0ro 3 ^ ^  - 32 A± - -yo± 3 ^  
or,
-Ss Ai + “£o St A1 + v e ' ^ o  V . Ai + v ° t  3tAi ’ “ 3tPi
For the case of the medium and observer corotating, we have shown that
e* = e , hence o ’
-9s Ai + yEo 9t Ai + yeonro 9t9sAi + UCi 9tAi = W 9tPi*
o + o a - or z z r
Now, we define an average conductivity o  -   j  an^ = ---2---  *
We have therefore
Ar + "‘o 31 Ar + 3t3aAr + ^  3tAr ' uA‘’ 3tAr ‘ “ 8tPr’ (84>
and,
— 32 A + ye 3? A + ye Or 3^3 A + yo 3tA + yAcr 3.A = y 3.P (85)s z  o t z  o o t s z  t z  t z  t z
From which we can write the equation for u = Ar + i
-32 u + ye 32 u + ye Or 3.3 u + yo 3 + yAcr 3 u* « y 3 P (86)
s o t  o o t s  t t t
where P » P. + i P., r z
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Having derived the fundamental differential equation to be 
analyzed we will revert to Gaussian system of units. In the Gaussian 
system of units and defining k = 2iro, we have
IT
-a2 u +  i=- 9? u + -2- 3-3 u +  ^ 3 f u - ^ A K  3. u* * 7  3 P (87) s 2 t 2 t s 2 t I  t c t
c c c c
We may now write the vector potential in circularly polarized 
modes, since only the circularly polarized waves are amplified. For the 
sake of simplicity, we will assume one left handed and one right handed 
circularly polarized mode above the threshold, and write the vector 
potential in the form
u =J-8tt he2 ei[fl+ t + <|>+ (t)] eik+s + B-(t) e-itn_ t + e~ik_Sj
/fl+ (88)
where are the cavity resonances.
B+e*^+ ^ + and B_e + describe the left handed
and the right handed circularly polarized modes with frequencies and
Q_, respectively. ft+ are time dependent. B+ are real amplitudes and <f>+ 
are the phases. The term e** t  describes the rapid variation with 
time and therefore B+ and <)>+ may be assumed to be slowly varying func­
tions of time.
To treat the source term —  9 P, we may employ the density matrixc c
formalism. The average value of P may be calculated from the electric 
dipole operator u* “ e(r + iz) by
P - ^  Trace (pp+ ), (89)
where p  is the statistical operator with matrix elements ^  T i^e s u b -
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scripts 1 and 2 correspond to the J ■ 0 and J ■ 1 atomic energy levels 
respectively, and m is the azimuthal quantum number. Since the selection 
rules for the electric dipole operator u+ are
4 , 2 m  *  " 4  S m , l  ( 9 0 a >
4m,1 * "21 Sm,-1 (90b)
the polarization takes the form
P " V (pl,2-l U21 + P21,l y12J* (91)
One can now write the differential equation for the density matrix P and 
solve it for the elements anc^  P21 1* PostPone this for
the next section.
We substitute the expression for the vector potential into the 
inhomogeneous wave equation and multiply both sides of the equation by 
sin k+s and integrate over a symmetric element of volume. Next, we 
neglect second order terms like B+ , <f>+ and keep the largest coupling 
term to arrive at equations for the amplitudes B, and B .T "
a  +  ^ > B +  +  -  H+  -  ♦ +  -  T -  ^  )  +  K1B+  -  B . e 19 V jU)_ -
N “i(n,t + /Ai)i
-V+ V e / g21 w+ Pl,2-1  ^ *
r , . r £2 a)_
(1 - + [i(«- 2c > + K]B- “ AKB+ e "
N l(fi_t + /A4\-v_ v e i g12w:; p2 1 1  dV, (93)
where
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¥ = <fl- - «+ )t +  4>_ - <fr+ 
g^2 = /(2ir)/(hV'fi+) y^2 aln k+s * 821+ “ */(2ir)/(hVft+) y^x sln k±s
if r\,
The coupling term Ak B+ e appear if orf- ^ w_, which can occur if the 
angular velocity is very small and if the left and right handed circu­
larly polarized laser mode arise from the same cavity resonance. If a 
weak magnetic field is applied, the splitting of the atomic levels may 
be still too small compared to the frequency difference of adjacent 
cavity resonances (see Fig. 10). Thus, again, both laser modes may 
arise from the same cavity resonance, i.e. to+ ^ a)_, causing coupled 
cavity oscillations. At higher magnetic fields, laser modes will arise 
from two different cavity resonances since the atomic frequencies are 
separated enough to agree approximately with different cavity resonances. 
Then, w+ oj_ and no mode coupling occurs. At higher angular velocities 
again w* f* to_ and the coupling terms vanish.
ii. Density Matrix Description of Active Atoms
The active atoms which contribute to the laser process are des­
cribed by the density matrix formalism. The differential equation for 
the density matrix is
V ■ ihr[H,pl " \{r,p} + x (94)
where, [] and {} stand for commutation and anti-commutation operations. 
We take into account the coherent motion [H,p], the spontaneous emission 
{ T,p} and the pumping process A, where
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' Yx 0 0 0  \
0 Y2 0 0
0 y2 0




























The H*nt„ = 0 because of the selection rules for dipole transitions.
2m,2n
The atomic damping constants y for the J = 1 level are assumed to be the 
same. On the other hand, pumping constants of the J = 1 are assumed to 
be different.
We can now write the density matrix differential equation in 
component form
1 *
* t p l , l - - Y l p l . l  +  ll + ta E “’ m*-i
3t pl,2m " “ Y12 pl,2m + in ^
1 (Hl,2m p2m,l “ pl,2m H2m,l)(95a) 
Hl,2fc P2S,,2m " ih 1^,1 Hl,2m (95b)
3t p2)1,2m " _ Y2 p2£,2m + X2m 6i,m + "SSfk H2A ,1 Pl,2m “ iti p2i,l Hl,2m (95c)
1 Inti
where y^2 * 2^Y1 + Y2  ^’ To ca^cu -^ate terms which describe the
interaction of an electron with the electromagnetic field, consider
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„int eH   p-A
me
H^nt ■ - —  (p A + p A ) . me rr r rz z
We now define,
p" = p t i p ,  and recall that u = A + i A . Then, v *r rz r z
pr “ 2 *p+ + p_) ’ pz " t i  *p+ " p_) * Ar = J  + u** * Az = k  *u " u**
Substituting these into the H*nt expression, we obtain
„int e , _ . + . v
H = - 2^  (P U + P U*)s
which for matrix elements of H*nt takes the form
H±n5 = - (p“ u + p+, u*) .a,b 2mc ab rab
If we write the elements of the momentum operators p* as
dr±
+ ab
p^b = m ~ d T  *
where r-^ = r~ eVab and h v ^  =■ E& - E^, momentum operators take the form
± . +
p . = imv , r~, .ab ab ab
Defining the electric dipole operator =* r”^ e, we obtain for the 
momentum operator,
± j .1 -
Pab Vab Z ab ’
hence,
+ < 9 6 >
The coupled differential equations for the density matrix ele­
ments may now be solved and the approximate values of 2_i an<* P21 l
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may be inserted to the source terms of the equations for the amplitudes 
B+. The solutions for the density elements are given in the appendix,
iii. Laser Frequencies, Amplitudes and Phases
Splitting the amplitude equations into real and imaginary parts, 
we find equations for the amplitudes and frequencies.
B+ = -------- [q± B± - g± bJ - 0± B± + Ax B± cos ¥ 6u+u J  (97)
r fi B_ 2 2
£2+ + <|>+ = w± (1+ 2“ ) ± Ak g- sin ¥ <Siu+ , ai + a + - p± B+ - t +  B , (98) 
- — 4. —  ~
where values for the constants a+ , 0+, 0+, a+ , p+ &t+ are derived in
the appendix. We observe that the laser frequencies and the rate of
change of amplitude is modulated due to macroscopic rotation of the
laser and the atomic contributions from the multimode operation due to
the presence of the weak magnetic field.
The frequency equation can further be split into time dependent
and time independent parts. We assumed that the frequencies + of the
circularly polarized modes were time dependent while the phases + were
2
functions of time. If we ignore the small temporal modulation of B+ , 
we can write
" “±(1 ± 5 T0 + °± ” (p± B± + T± B± ) (99>
B_
■ ±Ak ■=—  sin ¥ 6(0. ,0) . (100
+
The frequencies of the laser modes are given in general by + <fr+ ; 
however, when Aic - 0, and oj+ ^ co_ the frequencies are given by only the 
time independent parts fJ+. Frequencies become time dependent only if
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the laser is in a weak magnetic field and its cavity has symmetric con­
ductivity and its angular velocity is very small. In higher magnetic 
fields, the modes may arise from different cavity resonances and <{>+ be­
comes zero. At higher angular velocities again oj+ 4 and the <J>+ van­
ish. In both cases, frequencies become time Independent. ft+ becomes
approximately equal to w+ . The deviation from (D+ comes about due to the
r ft
angular rotation factor (1 + » the pulling terms a + and pushing terms
-(p± B* + x± B*).
iv. Beat Frequencies and Frequency Locking
When the frequencies ft± + (|>+ are functions of time, the electro­
magnetic waves are frequency modulated and the modulation frequency is 
given by the beat frequency of the right and left handed circularly 
polarized modes. The differential equation for the beat frequency may 
be expressed as
f - ft_ - ft+ + <f>_ - <f>+
¥ - ft- - ft. - a sin Yfi . (101)+ U)+,<D-
B— B+ 
where a *• - Ak (■=—  + •=— ) .
B+  B -
We observe that when = u_, the terms a sin T describes the time vari­
ation of the beat frequency aroung ft_ - ft..
We shall now consider the solutions of the differential equation 
for ¥(t) ln a weak magnetic field when the laser is rotating at a low 
angular velocity. The temporal behaviour of ¥ depends on whether 
1*1 < In- - OfI or |a| > |ft„ - ft+l. Hence, we shall seek the solutions 
of
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¥ ■ ft_ - ft+ - a sin ¥ 
for the two mentioned cases. 
Case 1: a _ - .
ft_ - a sin ¥
4* = 2 tan-1 ]_ y  [a + (^ft_ - ft+)2 a^ thn /(ft_ - ft+)2 (|)] >
“ +
To find the beat frequency, we differentiate the expression for
(ft - ft.)2 - a2
i _   ~   (102)
(fl_ - 0+) + a sin [/(Q_ - 0+)^ - t + sin ^ ^ ^
We observe that W « (ft - ft ) - a, and 41 = (ft - ft ) + a, that is
min — + max - *r
the beat frequency varies between |ft_ - fl.J* |a| as a function of time 
(see Fig. 11). However, since |ft_ - ft^_| > |a| > 0, 7 > 0 and no fre­
quency locking occurs. The expression |ft_ - ft+ | > |a[ may be considered
the frequency locking criterion. In zero magnetic field disregarding 
the atomic contributions but considering only the rotation ft_ - ft+ ■ Aft, 
where Aui is the frequency shift expression already calculated in article 1 
of this section. Thus for a single mode operation, the frequency locking 
criterion may be expressed
■ > ]a| (103)
1 o nc
where ■ co+ = co_. The equation determines the magnitude of the angu­
lar velocity ft necessary to avoid frequency locking
Case 2: |a| > |ft_ - fi+ |
Integrating the differential equation for S', we obtain
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. (fi - fi,) tali- V - a -/ a2 - (fi - fi,)2
 ---------- 1-------  ln _ Z ----+----- 1------------------1----1—  (104)
This expression can not be solved for explicitly. However, we note 
that t has two singularities, the first of which occurs when
2 2
V - ¥ « 2 tan-1 [a " ~ ifl- ~ ***?■ ] . (105)
fi - fi^
In other words, as t V takes the constant value ¥ . The time deri-o
vate of ¥ vanishes, resulting in a vanishing beat frequency, this is 
called frequency locking. In turn, no information about the rotation of 
the system can be detected. For a single mode operation when 
12worofi/nc | < [a[ frequency locking occurs. When 12(i)orQfi/nc| < |a| the 
frequency locking may be removed by turning on the magnetic field. As 
the magnetic field is increased, the atomic frequencies will excite 
different cavity frequencies thus causing a jump from the locking region. 
Similarly a jump from the locking region may occur as the angular veloc­
ity fi is increased. The width of the locking region is proportional to 
the asymmetric damping Ak .
Ev+ * v.
FIGURE 8
F1g. 8. Atomic transition from a degenerate energy level Eg.
E
Vfv_
E] _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ *- - - *- - - - *- - - - - - - - - - - m - 0
FIGURE 9
Fig. 9. Atomic transitions under a weak magnetic field.
< w - \
I I
I I
V i V V
U-I (I).
L _____ CASE 2
CASE 3 
FIGURE 10
F1g. 10. Comparison of the atomic frequencies and resonator 




Fig. 11. The beat frequency as a function of the magnetic field 
(1)... locking regions, (2)... regions with frequency modulated modes.
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VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have reviewed the classical and modern contributions to the 
electromagnetic theory in non-inertial systems. This author has found 
that the method of natural invariance as formulated by Post, Yildlz, and 
Tang best suits the study of the electromagnetic cavity resonances in 
rotating systems. Using the constitutive equations developed, we have 
been able to explain Sommerfeld's paradox and the Pegram and Kennard 
effects. We have also been able to supply the method of natural invari­
ance to rotating optical systems and rotating self oscillating devices.
The disagreement between different constitutive equations 
developed by different authors can only be resolved through Pegram and 
Kennard type of experiments. These experiments must include systems 
with corotating dielectrics with J1 1 and f  1 to resolve the dis­
crepancies between competing constitutive equations.
The results we have obtained for the frequency locking phenom­
enon qualitatively agree with the known experiments. Furthermore, we 
have established limits on the frequency locking which may be verified 
experimentally. Further studies to the nature of the laser itself is 
necessary for a complete understanding of this phenomenon.
We have shown that wave propagation in rotating optical fibers 
is Independent of mode and the properties of the optical path. The use 
of optical fibers may open new areas of experimental investigation in 
the study of ring lasers.
The dispersion phenomenon in rotating systems has been shown to 
be independent of first order dispersion. This result disagrees with the 
results of Khromykh (1966). However, our results are consistent with
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the special theory of relativity.
A natural extension and further work that should be carried out 
in the application of the PYT formulation is the scattering and radia­
tion from rotating objects. This work would be especially useful to 
further our understanding of the radiation from rotating stars.
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APPENDIX A
Transformation of the Constitutive Tensor and Derivation of the
Wave Equation
The electromagnetic field in a rotating cavity in the vacuum will 
be studied by using covariant notation. For such a cavity, the general­
ized D’Alembertian reads
\VOK . n
3 X 3 A = 0. v o K
This general expression is equivalent to writing Maxwell's equations for 
free or matter spaces, where -md ^ represent the constitutive ten­
sor and the four-vector potential respectively.
This system of equations will be subjected to a rotational trans­
formation which is the Galilean transformation in this case. The coor­




1 0  0 0 
0 1 0  0 
0  0 1 0 
0 0 0 1
TABLE 1
where ■ fl + fit is assumed. Now identifying t, r, <J>, z by 0, 1, 2, 3 
respectively, we can write the transformation Jacobian in the following 
manner:
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" 3t' 3t' 3t’ at1"
[a 0 * y y y 1 fi fi fi
3t 3r 34 3z
A
O Ai 2 3
X u u u
I r l i l l  ill ar' Ai’ A1' A1' fi 1 fi fi
3t 3r 34 3z
A
O Ai 2 3
S
u X u u
34' 34* 34* 34' A2’ A2’ A2’ A2 ’ n 0 1 0
3t 3r 34 3z 0 1 2 3
Isl iSllsl 3zl A3' A3’ A3’ A3 ' fi fi fi
3t 3r 34 3z__ O
A1 2 3




And the inverse matrix as,
3t 3t 3t 3t 
3t' 3r' 3*' 3a'
3r 3r 3r 3r 
3t1 3r' 3<J>* 3z'
34  34 34 34
3t' 3r' 34' 3z'
3z 3z 3z 3z 
3t' 3r' 34’ 3a*
A° A° A° A° 
o' 1' 2' 3'
A1 A1 A1 A1 o' 1' 2' 3'
A2 A2 A2 A2
O' 1* 2' 3'
3 3 3 3
A^, A^, A2 ? A^t
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0
- 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
AX ’ X'
To demonstrate the procedure of transforming the constitutive 
tensor, we shall consider only the vacuum part of x*V°K * For the rest 
system in the vacuum, the matrix form for the elements of the constitutive 
tensor is as shown in the following table:
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The permittivity e ^ ,  and inverse permeability x^K are diagonal 
and in general would contain free-space plus the medium properties. 
However, since = x (0) + x (m)’ the Proce<iure is tlie same for x (m )’ as
£or x(o)'
The rotation about the z-axis will be considered for the case
where free-space is observed from the rotating cavity. Now according to
the transformation previously described, we write
X ’v'o’k ’ .-1 .X'v'aV Xvok -1 X* .v* o' .k’ 
x = A A Ho, - 4 AX Av A„ \  Ho)’
where A ^ = +1.
01 02 03 23 31 12
XVCTK
X
-E1 “E2 -E3 B1 B2 B3
01 Dx -re0 0 0 0 0 0
02 D_ 0 eo 0 0 0 0
r
03 D3 0 0 -reo 0 0 0












I. The first submatrix (clockwise from the top left)
o'l'o’l' Ao* .1* Ao* .1 ' olol
1. X - Ao A1 Ao A1 X - -
2. x0’1'0’2’ - 0






















o ^ ’o'l' .
X “ 0
o^'o'Z' 0202 ec





o ' 3 ' o ' 2 '  n  
X " 0




o ' l ' l ^ ’  a o , 1 , 1 , 2 '  o l o l
X  “  “  A o  1  1  o  *  =  r e o
0t2i2,3l
X - 0




o'S^'S1 .o ' 3 ' 2 ' V  o3o3










X “ A - ,  - - f t  re
A o 3 o 3 o
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a  s ' l ' o ’ l '  n
4. x " 0
_ s ' l ' o ^ *  n
5. x = 0
6. x = 0
l ' 2 ' o ' l *  l ^ ' o ' l 1 o l o l  _  „
7. x “ - A, , x “ 51 re
A  1  o  o  1  *  <
n  l ' 2 * o * 2 *  n
8. x
9. x “ 0
IV. The fourth submatrix
2'3,2'3' a2'3i2,3' 2323 . .2*3'213' o3o3 1 n2
1. X = a2323 X + ao3o3 X - —  - fl reo
2 ,3,3 ,ll
2. X = 0
_ 2 '3!1*2* n
3. x - 0
4. x “ 0
S'l’a'l1 a3,1 ,3,1' 3131 r
s- X ‘ 3131 x ‘ ^
6. x = 0
7. x = 0
8. x " 0
l ^ ’l^' .l^'l^' 1212 , 1*2*1 '21 lolo 02
9. x • a1212 X + Alolo X —  - 0 k o
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0 0 0 ft re0
0 '2 ’
°2
0 - 0 
r


















y r 0 
0
1'2* H3
r 0 0 0 0
TABLE 3
The constitutive equations for this case can be written in the
vector form for first order in ft as
D «* e E + e (I x r) x S 
o o
and,
*>■ I + 41
H = —  B + e (ft x r) x E.
Vo °
Based on the above table, 9 , x 9 , A , = 0 can be developed for
v a <
X' ■ 0, 1, 2, 3. Omitting primes for convenience, we obtain for
X = 0, 1, 2, 3 the following equations:
1. X = 0
o v o k  _ j. , olol \ . r, / olio . » \ . / oll2 . . V .
v X o k "  1 X o 1 1<X 31 oJ *X 1 2
3l (x°121 9 2 A l)] +  C82 (x°2°2 9o V +  92 (x°22° 92 V 1 +
[93(X°3°3 3g A3) + 93(x°323 32 V  + 33<X°33° 83 V  +
94
. , o332 . A a3 (x 3 2
IX. X = 1
lVOK „ . _ r„ /..lolo « A v . » /. lool a N . a / lo!2
3 xiV0K 3 A = [9 (x"0-10 3. A  ) +  3 <xi W X  8 A.) + 80 (x*u“  8, O  +V * O K  O l O  O O l  O I t
3o (xl°21 32 V 1 +  I32 (x12G1 9o V + 32 (x121° 31 V +
32(x1212 31 V + 32(x1221 32 V 1 + [33(X1313 9i A3>
33()C1331 33 A ^ ]
III. X = 2
3V x2WK 3a \ “ t9o(x2°2° 92 V + 3o(x2°°2 3o V 1 + t9!(x2101 9o V
31 (X211° 3j_ A q) +  31 (X2112 \  A2) +  31 <X2121 32 A ^ ]  +
[33(X23°3 Sq A3) + 33(x233° 33 Aq) + 33(x2323 32 A3> +
93(X2332 93 A 2)l
IV. X = 3
3v *3V0< 3o - tSo<X3°°3 3„ *3> + 3o<X3°3° *3 V  + V*3023 92 V  +
s0(x3°32 a3 a2)] + O jfc 3131 33 Ax) + Sjfx3113 Aj)l +
, 32o3 . A v . - r 323o . A \ x  a / 3223 a a > x
I 2 X 90 A3 ) +  92 tx  3 Ao> +  2 2 V  +
95
a , 3232 .
2 3 2 ’
Now using the symmetry properties of x
I. X - 0
3v 3„ \  - 3/ l0l<3„ A1 - S1 V  + ’iX0112” ! A2 - S2 *1> +
SlX°2°2(ac A2 ' 32 V + S3*°303(3o A3 ' 33 V +
33X03230 2 A3 - A2)
IX. X = 1
3 x1V°K 3 A “ 3 xlolo(3 A - 3 A ) + 3 x ^ ^ O ,  A - 3 A ) + d i e  o 1 o o l  o 1 2  2 1
32X120l(3o Al - 31 V + 32X1212(31 A2 - 32 V +
33X1313O i  A, - 33 A3)
III. X = 2
\  X2V0K 30 Ae . 3ox2o2° 0 2 Ao - 3o A2) +  3lx2l0l(30 A3 - 3j A,) +
SlX21l2<3! A2 - 32 Al) + 33X2303(30 A3 ' 33 V +
93*2323<32 A3 ' 33 V'
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IV. X = 3
Sv x3V°K 3o Ak ■ 3o’<3003< 3<» A3 - S3 Ao ) +  3=X3°23(32 A3 ' 33 V +
31x3131(33 A1 - 31 V + 32x3203(3o A3 ’ 33 V +
322'}32X 2 A3 - 33 V-
Now let (o,l,2,3,) (t,r,4>»z) and substitute the calculated values for
the elements of x
I. X = 0
e
9 (-re )(3 A - 3^ A j  + 3 (fire )(9r A. - 3 A ) + 3 (- -~)(3. A - 3 A )
r o t r  r t  r o r <}> 4> r 9 r t <p 9 t
+ 3 (-re )(3. A - 3 A J  + 3 (-Are )(3, A - 3 A,) = 0 
z o t z z t z o ip z z<|>
II. X = 1
3t(-reo)(3r At ' 3t V + st<-»«0)<3r % ' V + 3* ‘nr%><3t Ar - 3r V
+ 3* - I!2reo)(3r A* - 3» V + V^<3r Az - 3z V ■ 0
III. x = 2
3,(- — J O *  A. - 3r A ) + 3 (-Are ) (3 A - 3 A ) + 3 ( ~ ~  + fi2re > t r  9 t t < p  r o t r  r t  r yQr o
(3 Aa - 3 A ) + 3 (-Are ) (3 A - 3^ A ) + 3 (77-  - Q2re ) (3 A - 3 A ) - 0
r <t> <P r z o t z  z t  z y r  o 9 z z i pT o
IV. X = 3
3t(r£o)(3t Az - 3z V + \ ^ o > %  Az - 3z V + ar(^H3z Ar ■ 3r V
Now in a circular propagation, where the light beam goes around
with r = constant, z ■ constant, we assume zero variation in these direc-




Derivation of the Coupled Amplitude Equations for a Ring Laser 
Ve assume a vector potential of the form:
u.u {5 L . l B + A + k .
° ^  +
/, o ' +ik+s
where uq = Y (8 nc )/V, B+ = £1+ + $+ , A+ =» e- - . The expression for u
Is to be substituted into the wave equation
-3 U +  — =■ U + — 5—  9 U H 5- K U  7T L k u* = —  P.s 2 2 s 2 I  cc c c c
Hence, we write down the appropriate derivatives of u
B_k2
l+ +  ^ r
.2 ,B+k+ i$+ ie
-9 u = u {— e r A . +  r —  e A_>
A+e1S+ A e-«-
u = u {—   [B, + i(£2. + i,)B ] +  — ------- [B_ - i(fi_ + 4>_)B_]}
0 v^T + +  + + J T
ik A eie+ . ik_A_e_iB-
- uQ   [B+ + i(fi+ + <|>+ )B+ ] - — -------  [B_ - i(fi_ + 4>JBJ
A e13+ , A e_iB-
II - V ™ : — + 2i(n+ + *+)®+ + [i*+ " (i2+ + V 2ib+} + ----
+ —
{B_ - 2i(fl_ + 4>_)B- - [i^L + (£2_ + i_)2]B_}).
Now multiplying each derivative by -i sin k+s e and inte-
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grating over a symmetric spatial volume element, dV, while defining
d+ = /(hc2V) / (ft+), and a = + fl_)t + + <(•_), we obtain
- f  9^ u(-i sin k+s e'ie+)dV = d+ k2 B+ - d_ k? B_ e_i“
■^ 2 /u(-i sin k+s e ^^JdV = —j  {B+ + 2i(£2+ + <t>+)B+ + [iff - (il+ + $+)2]B+ }
c c
B_ - 2i(f2_ + <f>_)B_ - [ H  + (n_ +  <}02]B_ e'la 6^  u_ 
c *
r ft R r ft _ . r fl
—~ ~ -/"l u(-i sin k+s e u + )dV = —|-rLd, k+ [B+ + (ft+ + <f>+)B+] + — id_k_ 
c c c
[B. - KSl- + e'ia
!  u (-1 sin k+s e“16+>dV = %  d+ [B+ + 1(B+ + i+ )B+ ] - d_
C C c
[B_ - i(ft_ + e"la
-  2 A k  f gin ^  e ~ i 6 + ) d v  B  +  2 6 k  ^  e - 2 g +  ^  _ 1 ( n +  +  ^ + ) B + ]  _
d_ ei(e“ " M  I B -  + 1(S2-  + <L)B_] 6 ^  ^  
c ’
Furthermore, if one assumes harmonic oscillations for the elements of the
,  ^ ~ -iv_t , _ iv.t, then
density matrix; that is, =  ^ e , and Pm _ = e
i IN , + +
V (V+  1,2-1 P21 _ V~ P21,l 12’
and
—  /P cos c k+B e~i®+ dt iv+ ^  e~^+ / 2_i ^21 008 *c+8 dV
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- iv. a e-6+ 6^  f  p21>1 m+2 cos 14, dV.
We observe that the largest coupling term contribution will come from the 
term containing the slowest oscillations. Hence, we neglect all coupling 
terms other than the expression containing e*^~ which represents
the slowest variation in time. Hence, the B+ equation containing the 
largest coupling term is
d, n .. rt
{ [u‘ +  14>+ - (n+  +  <j>+ r  - (n+  +  *+ ) +  2k1 (fl+ + *+ ) - 2Ak e *1P+
c
r flto. _-.ft j
(n+  +  <#>_!_)3B+ +  [2i(n+  +  <j)+ ) +  i -  c - 2k +  2Ak e P+]B+  - 12Akj=-
(U. + ♦->*_ e1(S- ' ^  s"le+ / P1>2_! sin k+s dV.
Near resonance, the equation is simplified by neglecting terms like *<J>, B 
since they vary slowly in time and terms like e are neglected since
they oscillate rapidly in time. Also, near resonance ^  * 1. For a
cavity with high Q, ^ - > 0 .  One finally obtains,
(1 + ~  “ -)B+ + t-i(w+ - n+ - *+ - ~  u)+) + k]B+ - Ak B_ ei(P" " 3+)
.to- “ “ ±V+  ^  I e"i$+ f 131,2-1 >*21 8in *** d V ‘ 
Similarly, now an equation for the amplitude B_ is obtained.
<1 - J  —~ ) B -  + t±<0)_ - «- - *_ + J  ^ |- u-> + k]B- - Bk B+  e1*6- ” ^
V.a,- " * lv- I ei6' f ®X2o)_ p21,l dV'
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APPENDIX C
Solution of the Density Matrix Differential Equation 
The components of the density matrix equation
P = jjj- [H,p] - \  {I\p} +  X
may be written
, . . 1  Z , /Tiint «int »
pl,l = " Y1 pl,l 1 1H m " _1 1,2m p2m,l ~ Pl,2m 2m, 1*
• j / i \ i 1 r. 1 Tjiut
pl,2m = (Vo “V  Pl,2m "Y12 pl,2m 1H 5 Hl,2£ p2£,2m “ iR pl,l 1,2m
p2 ,2m " i(m " “l P2 ,2m “ X2 p2£,2m + X2m 6£,m + lH H2£,l Pl,2m iR
„int 
P2£,l 1,2m ’
where we have split the matrix elements In a term rapidly varying with 
time, and a slowly varying amplitude p, that Is,
'v ^ IfVrt + mu)_)t ^ i(m - £)wTt
pl,l " pl,l* pl,2m " pl,2m 6 ’ P2£ ,2m “ p2£ ,2m 6 *
and defined = \  (Y]_ + Y2) •
The components of the interaction Hamiltonian are given by
..lnt *vab , - +
a , b  2~  ab u Mab “*> ’
Using the dipole selection rules
wl,2m  " y12 6m,l y2m,l " y21 6m,-l
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^l,2m  ” V12 6m,-l y2m,l = y21 \
and defining
y12 = y12 = U21 = y21 = y 
let us calculate a typical element of the Hamiltonian, 
pression for H^n^, one writes for the element
„int _ ^ Vl,2-1 / - , +
1 ,2-1 2c 1 ,2-1 u 1 ,2-1 U
where 2 1 " ^ue to tbe dipole selection rules.
E . -  E -  ,  tito -  "feCw +  v  , )
vl,2-l -  S----V  and UI,2-J
obtains
1,2-1 2c m,-l*
Assuming a vector potential of the form
u . 4 ^ i  {^ A + + ! ^ ! : A.) 
v ^  +
we note that
2 B, e
u 5 . - M ?  "+wm -'m.-l V
hence,
where
H ? *  - = ifcv b 1,2-1 + (jd+





= U 6 ., one
m,—J.
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The components of the density matrix equation may be written as 
*i,i + Yi pi,i " xi + v+ (b+ p2-i,i + b* pi,2-i> + v-(b* p21,l + b- pi,2i>
Pi,2m " 1(vo + ™ L )pl,2m + Y12 pl,2m " V+ V p2-l,2m " pl,l V l *  + V" b*
(p21,2m " Pl,l 6m,l*
p2£,2m " 1(m " p2£,2m + Y2 p2£ ,2m * *2m &l  ,m " M b+ Pl,2m ,-1 +
b+ p2£ ,1 6m,-l* ” V“ (b" Pl,2m St , l  + b t  P2H ,1 V l ^ *
These coupled differential equations for the matrix elements of p
may be solved approximately by treating the terms on the right hand side
like source terms. If we assume that amplitudes p , B+ and phases <J>+ do
1
not vary much within the time — , we find the following linear equations 
for the elements of p .
, H  b» °2-i,i b* pi.2-i i + v t b* pn . i _____
’1,1 + lTl + i(B+  - v+> y x - I(a+ - Y+> Y + 1(B_ . +
b -  °1.21
Y-^  - i(flL - v_)
pi,2n - »+ V  (—  f t , *  -------+— n-J + v b*
y12 * + " v+* Yi2 + - (vq + muiL)] - -
,______p21,2m _ pl,l 5m,l________ ,
y12 + i( 2 “ v-) "" Y12 “ 1(v0 +
. A2m \  ,m _ , b* pl,2mpft,-l____________
2 1 , 2m y2 “ i*® - J2-) l ” + *2 “ “ v^o + inwL^  +
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_______b+ P2A ,1 5m,-l______________, b- pl,2m V  1__________________
i2 + iln+ ~ (vo + £wL) - (m - A)ojl] “ ” y2 - 1 [0_ - (vq + muL) + (m - fc)i*>L ]
b4 P2«.,l ^m,l
Y2 +  1[0_ -  ( v q  + Jlu^ ) - (m - H)uiL]
Now using the property that p* , = p, and neglecting terms of
fl)D D 9 d
3
higher order than B we can write expressions for 2 l and P21 1
v+ b+ , '‘I  lb+ !2 b+ d2-l , X
J x . 2 - l  v 1 2  +  l(a+ -  V + )  d 2 - i  ' y 1 2  +  i ( n +  -  V + )  { y 1 2  +  i ( n +  -  V + )
[Y2 -  i t a 2 -  V + )  +  v1 - t< a +  -  V + ) ’ +  V12 -  i ( n +  -  v+ ) [ y2 +  i< n +  -  V  +
 1_______ . " 2 . L 12 ,_________ 1  1___
+  i(fl+  - v+y  " v+ v- b+  |b- 1 1y 12 +  i(n+  - v+ ) y 12 +  Kfc- - v j
d21 . d2-l , . d21
[YX - i(fL - v _ )  +  Y2 -  i(A- “ V - ) 1 +  Y12  -  i(U_ -  v _ )  [y 12 + i(ft+ -  v+ )
y 1 + i(fl_ - O  Y12 + i(a- “ O  Y2 + *(fl+ “ v+)
v b , b | b_ |2
~ don - d„, v
2!,! ‘ y12 - i(fl_ - v_) 21 ” 21 v- y12 - i(n_ - v_) "y12 - i(»_ - v j
[y 2  +  i(fi_ -  0  +  y 1 +  i(0_ -  V _ ) ] +  Y12  +  i(n_ -  » _ )  [y 2 -  i(n_ - v _ )  1
Yl  -  K O . 1 -  v _ ) ] }  ~ V-  V+  b -  lb + | 2 {Y1 2  -  i(n+  -  V + ) y 12 -  i(fl_ - O  
d21 , d2-l , d2-l 1 _  _
[y 2 +  i(n+  -  v+ ) +  Y l  +  i ( n +  -  v+ ) J +  y 12  +  i(a+  - V Cyi2 ■ i(fi+ "  V
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______ i_____  +  =----------= 1 }
Y2 - ±(sr - v_) T y12 - 1 <n_ - v j  y± - i(£2+ - v+)JJ
. . x2-l 1 , X21 X1
where d =    d21 v----T '
2 1 Y2 Y1
To calculate the source terms in the amplitude equation, one 
separates the expression for and P2^ ^ into real and imaginary
parts and substitutes into the amplitude equation. The values of the 
constants mentioned in section Vl-4 are
2
1 Vi 12
ct = - K  + 2 jf- N 8 d2 + l ~2 ~ Z  .2 '
± y12 + (v+ - H+)
S
, ^  2 Y12 Y12 Y2 + (V± ~ °t)2 ,
6± " 4 ^ f  N g  d2 + l [Y^2 + (v± - fi±)2]2 y \  + K  ~ ^±)2
Y12 Y1 + (V± " V 2.
Y1 + *v± ”
n , 1 * 1 ,  , V1A » 2 1 ,, Y12tlf12 Y1 + K  - V 2] *
0± ~ (4 + 8 6urt-,w-* n . il 8 2 . .2 { r 2 a. t o \2i v
+ - y12 *V+ ~ [y12 * ± “ J
d2±l . y2 d2il + t12 y2 -  (v+ - V (U- " n-lr2 +
[rl + (”+ ” a+ )2J t2 + (v± " °±)2 [-,2j + (Vj - Sl±)2] X
Yq_2 "" ” 0_j_ +  v_ - n_)
9 2 d 2 +  1
[y\ +  <v+ “ n+> 1 ’
l v± v± " n±
a± " I  n N 8 d2 + 1 2 , , .2*
± Y12 + (V± “ V
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3 2
4^ 2  N g  2 + 1
- 0 .
.2 , 2 (
Y12 Y2 +  ( V ± "
lY12 + *V± " n±* 1 y2 + <v± “
Y12 Y1 + (V± ~ V '  
Y1 + *V± “ n±)2
2 2 
V+  V -
£2+ ft_
Ng 2 ( v ± -  « ± ) f Y 12 Yx +  ( v +  -  n+ )  Jx
y12 + (v± “ a t Y [Y12 + (V± ~ V 2]
2 ± 1
-  J 2 .
[yi + (v+ - v 2] y2 + (v± ■ v
2 d2 ± 1 +
Y12 y2 (v+ ~ ‘V  + v- 
[y12 +  (V± " fi± )2]
- ft ) -
(v+ ~ V [y12 " (V+ “ V (v- " fl-)] 
2 2 * 
[y2 + <V+ “ V  ]
2 + 1
where,
2 tt I 12
